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Abstract

            New microjoining materials are needed for the soldering of electronic components due to

environmental concern, reliability concern, and designing restriction. For example, a new low

melting point solder is needed due to the thermal stress becoming more harmful as a result of thin-

ner products. Development of such new microjoining materials is helped by fast methods for the

testing of more candidate alloys in shorter time. This thesis describes the development of a real

time resistance monitoring method, and the use of it to improve the understanding of microjoining

process and reliability with four examples: current stressing of solder joints, solder reflow

process, silver sintering process, and power cycling of solder joints, respectively. 

            In the current stressing of solder joints, a high constant DC current is applied to the

Sn3Ag0.5Cu (SAC305) solder samples, and the sample resistance is recorded in real time. Com-

plete resistance vs. time curves are obtained from start to failure. Four stages are identified from

the resistance curve, and are explained with intermetallic layer growth, crack formation, crack

healing and formation, and final open, as observed from cross sectional studies. 

            In the solder reflow process, two SnPb solder pastes with different levels of freshness are

studied. Sample resistances are recorded during the reflow process. Simultaneous multiple sample

monitoring is achieved. Characteristic resistance vs. time curves are obtained for both solders.

Other than the initial resistance difference between the two solders, a special event of transient

high resistance is observed for the older solder, and is explained with flux segregation between

the solder balls and the lead fingers, as observed from cross sections.

            In the silver sintering process, two special digital multimeters are integrated to cover a

large range of resistance values (10-4-1010 Ω). The setup can work in different modes, depending

on the requirement of fast sampling rate, large resistance range, or massive data for statistics. The
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resistance vs. time signal of the silver sintering process is obtained, and typically shows three

stages: 1. dropping and rising forming a “V” shape in the range of ~104-1010 Ω, 2. steady

resistance value of ~1010 Ω followed by an abrupt resistance drop to <1 kΩ, and 3. steady

resistance drop to <1 mΩ. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and cross sectioning are used

for understanding resistance signals. As a result, the three stages are correlated to: 1. solvent

evaporation, 2. capping agent degradation, and 3. silver sintering. 

            In the power cycling of solder joints, a total of two different PCB designs, and four solder

materials are studied, including SAC305 and three solders that contain Bi. From the first PCB

design with Sn57.6Bi0.4Ag solder, two failure modes are observed depending on the peak tem-

perature. When the peak temperature is too high, the resistance signals show insignificant change,

and the solder joints becomes grainy. When the peak temperature is moderate, resistance signals

show rise until open, and cracks are observed from cross sectioning studies of failed samples.

From the second PCB design with a larger resistor size, under the same stressing condition, the

Sn57.6Bi0.4Ag solder joints show insignificant resistance change and become grainy in appear-

ance, while all other three solders show resistance rise until open and interfacial cracks in cross

sectional studies. 

             In summary, new methods are developed with real time resistance monitoring technology

to study solder joints reliability and microjoining processes. More knowledge is learned for the

solder joints reliability such as the finding of crack healing events, and for the microjoining pro-

cesses such as the discovery of flux segregation.
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Chapter 1    Introduction

Small or large, common or special, microelectronics packaging technology is used today in

many products ranging from credit cards to satellites. Microelectronic packages have the purposes

of power distribution, signal distribution, heat dissipation, and mechanical protection of an inte-

grated circuit (IC) chip [1]. Figure 1.1 shows three different levels of electronics packaging in a

typical product [2]. For the first level packaging, the semiconductor chips are connected with the

leads of the package. For the second level packaging, small packages are connected onto the

printed circuit boards (PCBs). The first and second levels packaging usually involve metallurgical

joining process such as wire bonding, soldering, and/or isotropically conductive adhesives

(ICAs). For the third level packaging, the PCBs are connected onto a mother board, usually with

mechanical fixing methods. 

A typical cross-sectional illustration showing four stages of packaging corresponding to the

first and second level packages is shown in Fig. 1.2 [3]. For the first stage, the chip is mounted to

the substrate, usually with adhesive bonding, eutectic bonding, or brazing or soldering. For the

second stage, the chips are connected to lead-outs, usually with wire bonding or soldering. For the

third stage, the package lid is sealed, usually with adhesive bonding, brazing or soldering, glass

sealing, or welding. For the fourth stage, the package is connected to the PCB, usually with sol-

dering, ICA bonding, or parallel-gap resistance welding [3].
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 1.1  Issues

The main current challenges for microelectronics packaging technology include the contin-

uous miniaturization of IC chips and various product designs. New processes and new joining

materials have been continuously investigated to help overcome the challenges. 

Figure 1.1. Three levels of packaging in microelectronics. [2]

First level package
(Multichip Module)

Wafer

ChipFirst 
level 
package

COB

Second level package
(PCB or Card)

Third level package
(Mother board)
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There are some successful new joining materials that have been utilized, and even become

the mainstream in the field of microelectronics packaging. For example in wire bonding, Au wire

used to be the mainstream, but nowadays Cu wire has overtaken Au due to the high cost of Au.

Another example is the Sn-Ag-Cu (SAC) solder replacing SnPb solder due to the environmental

concern associated with Pb. Nevertheless, most of the new materials have their own issues and are

therefore used with their own specific processes. For instance, Cu is harder and has shorter shelf

life than Au, and SnAgCu solder requires a higher reflow temperature than SnPb. Therefore, it is

still required to search for new joining materials. 

However, selecting a new material requires a lot of effort and resources including full char-

acterization of the new material. The lack of a fast method to acquire information on a new mate-

rial can slow down process development and/or improvement, and therefore slows down the start

of production. Therefore, a fast screening method is needed for testing the materials performance

in joining process, and the reliability of the final joint. 

Figure 1.2. Cross-sectional illustration of a package and the four stages of packaging. [3]
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 1.2  Objectives

This study aims to help improve the quality of the solder joints in industry. The study

includes development of new fast non-destructive methods for real-time monitoring of new join-

ing materials during joining process as well as reliability test. Example joining materials are either

commercially available or to be provided by an industry partner. The new method together with

some traditional metallurgical studies lead to new understanding of the joining process as well as

the failure mechanism. The two main objectives are:

(A) Development of new accelerated methods with real time resistance monitoring for sol-

der joints reliability test to qualify new solder materials.

(B) Improve understanding of the joining process, failure mechanisms, and the effect of

parameters on quality / failure of the joints, based on real time resistance monitoring during solder

reflow.
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 1.3  Thesis organization

In this thesis, a real time resistance monitoring and power cycling technology is developed

for studying the performance of microjoints, and the microjoining processes. 

Chapter 1 introduces some background information, current issues in the industry, the

objectives, thesis organization, and the current level of knowledge and technology achieved in

solder joints electromigration, soldering process, and silver sintering process. 

Chapters 2-5 show four examples studies with real time resistance monitoring technology,

and are solder joint current stressing, solder reflow, silver sintering, and solder joint power

cycling, respectively. All four example studies focus on resistance monitoring technology, while

other methods such as cross-sectioning, finite element modelling (FEM), and/or differential scan-

ning calorimetry (DSC) are also used to help understand the features in the different stages

observed from resistance signals. 
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 1.4  Literature review

 1.4.1  Solder joint electromigration

Whether in chip-scale joining such as flip-chip [4] or in package scale joining such as sur-

face mount technology [5], the solder joint is required to be reliable, especially in harsh applica-

tions such as in aerospace. 

Electromigration is an atomic migration phenomenon caused by electrons colliding with

ions when current, especially high density current, flows through the material, typically metal.

Electromigration induced failure is a common failure mode in solder joints, and avoiding electro-

migration is more challenging with advancing miniaturization of microelectronics connections.

The same current results in higher current density in a thinner connection, thus increases the elec-

tromigration rate. For example, the peak current density in a flip-chip joint was found to be twelve

times higher than the average current density [6]. 

To study solder joint electromigration, current stressing tests are used. Research has been

reported on electromigration of solder joints [7-12]. Particles or nanoindentations were used as

markers to study electromigration rate of solder joints, and eutectic SnPb is found to have faster

electromigration rate than SAC [7,  8]. Electromigration can also result in protruding of grains

due to the stress caused by massive migration of atoms, and this phenomenon was also used to

study solder joint electromigration [8,  9]. In some soldering alloy systems such as SnPb, where

different elements have obviously different electromigration rate, an element distinguishable

method such as scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) with back scattered electron signals can

be used to study the joint electromigration [10,  11]. However different electromigration rate of
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elements is not seen in SAC solder alloy. Other microstructural observations including cracks,

voids, and intermetallic compounds (IMCs) have been discussed in [12]. 

Example cross sectional images of solder joints that undergoes electromigration are shown

in Figs. 1.3a, and b, showing element separation, and interfacial voids formation, respectively [11,

13]. The sample in Fig. 1.3a is a SnPb eutectic solder bump that was subjected to 0.6 A current at

135 °C for 306 h. The sample in Fig. 1.3b is a Sn–3.5Ag lead-free solder bumps with a Cu-based

UBM stack that was subjected to 5.16×104 A/cm2 current at ~140 °C for 300 h. 

Non-destructive signals from solder connections during current stressing tests are used to

obtain more data and understand the aging mechanism better. For example, joint resistance is

measured non-destructively during current stressing test [14, 15]. Joint resistance is essential for

the performances of microelectronics devices. Chang et al. [14] have demonstrated that the four

wire method is very sensitive to void formation and propagation at solder joint interface, and can

a
e-

e-Pb

Sn

50 μm

Figure 1.3. Cross sectional images of example solder joints that undergoes electromigration show-
ing: (a) element separation [11], and (b) interfacial voids formation [13]. 

b
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be adopted in studies of current stressing test systematically. Lin et al. [15] explained the behavior

of the resistance aging curve being either concave down or up, depending on whether the IMC

growth or crack formation is dominant, respectively, and on the direction of IMC growth. The

technique in this thesis adopts the same idea as in [14, 15], while solder sample preparation is on

a single substrate instead of two, as described in more detail in Chapter 2. 

 1.4.2  Solder reflow process

Reflow soldering is widely used in the electronic packaging, especially in surface mount

technology (SMT). In a typical reflow soldering process, solder paste is firstly dispensed on the

bonding pads, the surface mounted devices are placed afterwards, and the entire PCB is heated to

melt the solder for permanent connection of the surface mounted device onto the PCB. Figure 1.4

shows factors, mechanisms, and responses attributed to a typical solder reflow process [16, 17].

solvent evaporation / boiling

flux melting / flow / activation

solder percolation / sintering

solder melting / wetting

solder solidification

final resistance
open

hot slumping
bridging

dewetting
cold joint

nonwetting
tombstoning

skewing
wicking
voiding

solder balling
spattering

ResponsesMechanismsFactors

fillet lifting
thermal stress

Figure 1.4. The factors, mechanisms, and responses of a typical solder reflow process. [16, 17]

solder metal

flux

solvent

temperature profile

atmosphere

PCB metallization

package lead configuration
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Usually solder bumps, and/or solder paste are used. Solder paste is a mixture of tiny solder balls

(typically 25-45 µm) and flux. A typical flux consists of three chemicals, namely rosin, solvent,

and activator. Solder and flux properties are carefully adjusted to achieve good wetting and oxida-

tion prevention during soldering. When heated to a high enough temperature, the solder melts,

flows, and wets the metallizations on both sides of the connection. Upon cooling the solder solid-

ifies without significantly changing its geometry, forming the final solder joints. However, when

coming to lower melting point solders, smaller solder joints, or thinner substrates, classical failure

modes such as tombstoning [18], skewing [18], bridging [19], and/or spattering [20] can need

attention, as described in chapter 6 of [16].

Tombstoning is the lifting of one end of a leadless surface mounting device (SMD), with the

other end connected to the PCB board. It results in an open circuit fault. Skewing is the horizontal

movement of the SMD that results in misalignment, and may be considered as early stage of

tombstoning. The factors causing tombstoning also typically aggravate skewing. Bridging is sol-

der joining between neighboring solder pads due to excessive solder material. This results in a

short connection fault. Spattering is a phenomenon where solder paste flies away from the desired

solder joint by up to a few millimeters and can result in either opens or shorts.

Non-destructive real time methods have been used for reflow process monitoring. They

include imaging [21-23], temperature distribution on board [24], Auger electron spectroscopy

[25, 26], warpage [27, 28], and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [29]. They are helpful for

improving the process understanding for solder reflow. They can be achieved with little distur-

bance caused by the monitoring technique. Moreover, an efficient and low cost non-destructive

method to acquire information on a solder reflow process can be important for process control

and/or solder candidate selection, so as to optimize the final solder joints. 
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Huang et al. [21-23] used synchrotron radiation X-ray real-time imaging technology to

investigate the evolution of interfacial intermetallic grains during reflow soldering, and revealed

that the pre-existing intermetallic compounds dissolve into the molten solder when the solder is

liquid, and new intermetallic compounds form at the interface during cooling stage. 

Srivalli et al. [24] numerically and experimentally investigated the heat flow during the

cooling stage of a solder reflow process, and found that the solder joints cool slower than the sur-

rounding materials both before and after solidification. 

Bozack et al. [25, 26] discovered in situ segregation of carbon on the solder surface during

heating until above melting point of Sn based solder alloy using real time Auger electron spec-

troscopy. Carbon pre-exists as bulk alloy contamination at room temperature, gradually segre-

gates onto the surface as the temperature rises, and inhibits wetting on non-reactive surface

without flux. 

Chung et al. [27] and Tsai [28] evaluated warpage of printed circuit board assembly during

reflow process, and showed a simulation method to help predict warpage issue in the design stage

before mass production. 

Zhou et al. [29] used DSC to study premelting behavior of Sn/Cu, and Sn/Ag interfaces.

Resulting from the atom interdiffusion and the eutectic reaction, the two systems were found to

premelt at temperatures lower than the melting point of pure Sn by 4.9 °C and 10.6 °C respec-

tively. 

However, all these methods only sense optical, chemical, thermal, or mechanical signals,

with a lack of resistance signals, which is an important property for micro joints. Real-time resis-

tance monitoring is a non-destructive measuring method and has been used in reliability studies

[30-31]. With fast enough sampling rates, transient behaviors can also be recorded in a process
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such as solder reflow, but this has not been reported yet to the knowledge of the author of this the-

sis. 

 1.4.3  Silver sintering process

Silver sintering pastes (SSPs) are used as die attachment material in microelectronics pack-

aging, especially for power electronics devices [32]. Some SSPs have lower bonding temperature

than most solders, and can survive a higher temperature than some solder joints once bonded [32].

In [33-35], SSPs are added to epoxy based isotropically conductive adhesives (ICAs) to adjust the

conductivity. 

Silver sintering pastes are typically mixtures of solvent, capping agent, and silver micro

and/or nano particles. The silver particles are usually in the shape of flakes/spheres and covered

with a capping agent to avoid low temperature sintering. The silver sintering process is, for exam-

ple in [36], a sequence of solvent evaporation, capping agent degradation, and silver sintering in

elevated temperature according to the thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). Generally, the smaller

the particle sizes, the lower the sintering temperature needed [37]. Magdassi et al. have achieved

room temperature sintering of 10 nm silver particles, where the degradation of the capping agent

[poly(acrylic acid)(PAA)], is triggered by adding cationic polymer, [poly(diallyldimethylammo-

nium chloride) (PDAC)] [38].

Despite the advantages of low process temperature, challenges remain for the current SSPs,

such as the requirement for pressure to densify the joint, which reduce the yield [39]. To over-

come such challenges, better SSP sintering process knowledge is required. 
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To improve the understanding of SSP sintering processes, a common way is to prepare sam-

ples at various sintering temperatures and times [36-38]. The samples are analyzed with micro-

scopic images, thermal/electrical conductivity measurement, and shear/tensile test. 

For example, Hu et al. [37] studied the tensile strength of silver sintering paste joint

between copper wire to copper pad obtained at five temperatures between 100 °C and 300 °C.

They found that the tensile strength increases with temperature for 250 µm wire, and remains

unchanged with 50 µm wire. 

Alternatively, in-situ monitoring can provide real-time information for the sintering pro-

cess, and transient phenomena can be studied with a fast enough sampling rate. A common in-situ

monitoring technology to study SSP sintering process is thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [32,

36, 40, 41]. 

For example, Lu et al. [36] used derivative TGA to study six SSPs with different capping

agents, and the same solvent (α-Terpineol). For all the SSPs studied, the capping agent degrada-

tion happens after or in the end of solvent evaporation. Specifically, silver 2-ethylhexanoate

decomposes at the lowest temperature of 190.3 °C. After 350 °C/30min processing, sintered silver

is observed if the capping agent degradation temperature is lower than 250.2 °C. 

Lately, resistance monitoring technology has been applied to study the curing process of

epoxy-based ICA [42-45], while such study on SSP sintering process is not found.

Inoue et al. [42-44] found that the change of electrical conductivity can not only be caused by cur-

ing reaction of the binder molecules, but also the conductivity change of the inter-filler chemicals,

by comparing resistance signals with results from free-damped oscillation method. 

Xiong et al. [45] obtained resistance-time curve with ICAs of 65 wt% silver fill loading.

The resistance value becomes detectable (< 2.0 MΩ) at 27 min. The resistance drops gradually to
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1.4 kΩ at 40 min, and to 8.8 Ω at 80 min, after when the resistance remains unchanged. The resis-

tance decrement is explained with the epoxy resin shrinkage leading to an increase in the contact

area between the fillers, which promote the formation of conductive pathways between the filler

particles during the curing process. 

In summary, in previous studies with resistance measurement for ICA curing process, the

resistance values are measured at a few (<20) curing times and/or temperatures [36, 42, 44-48],

and/or monitored with a slow sampling rate [45]. Some studies [34, 42-44] have missing resis-

tance values because of the range limit of the Ohm-meter used. 
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 1.5  Summary

In order to help development of new microjoining materials, the solder joint electromigra-

tion, solder reflow process, and silver sintering process have been studied with various experi-

mental and numerical methods. This thesis develops new methods to study the above mentioned

three topics, as well as power cycling behavior of solder joints. The advantage of the new meth-

ods include: lower cost, provide new/improved signals, and simultaneous multi-sample test for

fast statistical results. 

The new methods are used together with traditional metallurgical methods to improved

understanding of the four topics: solder joint electromigration, solder reflow process, silver sinter-

ing process, and power cycling of solder joints. The four topics are described in detail in

Chapters 2-5, respectively. 
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Chapter 2    Real time resistance monitoring 
(RTRM) in current stressing of SAC305 

The work described in this chapter has been partly published in [31]. It is about real time

resistance monitoring of one single solder joint with four-wire method in a high current stressing

condition. It is a collaboration of UW and University of Seoul (UoS). Our partners at UoS con-

tributed the design and fabrication of the test substrate to this work. The contributions I made

include the measurement of the resistance signals, finite element modelling, and the cross-sec-

tioning studies. 

Section 2.1 describes the preparation of a SAC305 solder bump with 800 µm diameter onto

a custom substrate with Cu lines as leads that allow for resistance measurement during current

stressing. Section 2.2 describes the current stressing and the real time measurement method.

Section 2.3 shows the current distribution with a finite element study. Section 2.4 shows the sam-

ple resistance change during current stressing test, and joint interface evolution with cross sec-

tional studies. In Section 2.5, the correlation between the observations from Sections 2.4 is

discussed and possibly explanations are given. 
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 2.1  Sample preparation

Figures 2.1a-d show the top views and cross-sections of a typical sample solder joint before

and after reflow, respectively. The sample material is a standard lead free SnAgCu (SAC) solder

wire purchased from MG Chemicals (catalog number: 4900-112G). The SAC solder has a compo-

sition of 3 ± 0.2 wt.% Ag and 0.5 ± 0.2 wt.% Cu (SAC305). Several 0.79 mm long sections are

Figure 2.1. The top views (a, c) and cross-sections (b, d) of a test substrate before (a, b) and after
(c, d) reflowing of a SAC solder bump. The thicknesses of the copper lines and solder resist are
35.4 ± 1.7 μm and 14.3 ± 0.6 μm, respectively. The average horizontal diameter and height of the
solder bumps are 869 ± 33 μm and 710 ± 10 μm, respectively. Errors are standard deviations and
samples sizes are 5 for all the measurements.

(d)
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1 mm

cathode

current input

voltage measurement

a c
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cut from the solder wire, placed on custom designed test substrates, and heated inside an Omega-

lux LMF-3550 oven with a heating rate of 20 °C/min. After 2 min reflow at 240-250 °C, the oven

is turned off and the door is opened until the samples cool down to room temperature. 

The reflowed solder bumps are subsequently used for high current stressing tests in which

current would appear to flow laterally from one side of the ball to the other, a situation different

from the usual configuration where current flows vertically through the solder joint. However, the

numerical results for our solder bumps show current mainly flows vertically following the path of

least resistance into the solder as described in Section 2.3. Figure 2.1d shows substantial dissolu-

tion of the copper lines into the solder ball which is typical for SAC solder [51]. 
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 2.2  Current stressing test

Figure 2.2 shows the scheme for the current stressing experimental setup. A high current

stressing test is used to evaluate the reliability of the solder bump in terms of electromigration.

The four wire method is used to measure the joint resistance, as shown in Fig. 2.1a. The four sol-

dering pads on the substrate (see Fig. 2.1a) are soldered to polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) insu-

lated wires with SAC305 solder, as shown in Fig. 2.3. To accelerate the aging test, the ambient

temperature of the sample is elevated to 160 °C. This temperature level was chosen as high as

possible without melting the solder bump together with the thermal input from Joule heat from the

Figure 2.2. Scheme for current stressing experiment setup. Arrows indicate communications, and
the lines without arrows indicate electrical connections.

Sample solder

DC power supply
+-

Ammeter

Voltmeter

Oven

PCMultimeter

Pt100
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aging current. To minimize sample damage from thermal shock [52, 53] that results from abrupt

temperature change, the sample is heated and cooled inside the oven, instead of transferring sam-

ple from room temperature into preheated oven or removing sample directly from hot oven to

room temperature. The effect of 160 °C thermal aging alone is assumed to be negligible since

there is no resistance change.

The aging current is chosen as 2.2 A after several trial and error experiments to find that

higher currents result in too much Joule heat and melt the solder bump while lower currents result

in no obvious change in observation during 200 h. The current source is a programmable DC

power supply with a current resolution of 1 mA and a current range of 5 A. No discernible drifting

is seen from recorded output of the power supply over 16 h. A custom software is designed to

control the power supply remotely from the PC. The software is typically used through a com-

Figure 2.3. Top view of the sample after PTFE wires are joined to the soldering pads.

3 mm
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mand prompt with a Microsoft Windows operation system to send commands through USB port.

The sample resistance is monitored with 0.1 A current before switching to 2.2 A stressing current. 

A Pt100 temperature sensor is placed near the solder bump inside the oven to monitor the

temperature during the test. The temperature and the current are measured with two Keithley 2700

digital multimeters, respectively. An Agilent 34401A digital multimeter is used to measure the

voltage. A custom Matlab program is designed to automatically control the power supply, and to

record the temperature, voltage, and current throughout the aging test in 4 s intervals. The flow

chart of the Matlab program is shown in Fig. 2.4. The file name of the Matlab code is

RmonitoringEM_v20170802.m. It is available for download from matlab central [54].

As a result of the substrate geometry and four wire method, the resistance measured also

includes part of the copper lines (see Fig. 2.1d), which cannot be measured directly. To better

understand the contribution of the copper lines to the resistance signal, the current distribution in

the sample, and the contribution of various failure modes to the resistance increase during aging,

an FE model is built and explained in the Section 2.3. 
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Figure 2.4. Matlab program flow chart for the aging test. (File name: RmonitoringEM.m; Avail-
able online at [54] and [55])

Start

End

Initialization, instrument connection and configuration

Temperature multimeter: Make measurement and save

Voltmeter: Make measurement and save

Ammeter: Make measurement and save

DC power supply: turn off output

Disconnect all instruments

DC power supply: set limit to 5V/2.2A and keep output on

Is the voltage measurement 5V?

Yes

Time to start current stressing? (typically at >2 h)

Yes

No

DC power supply: set limit to 5V/0.1A and turn on output

No

Wait for 4 s
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 2.3  Distribution of Current in Solder Ball 
(FE Model)

The software used for the FE study is COMSOL 4.3b. Only DC current is simulated. The

geometry is modelled in 3D with components shown in a cross-section in Fig. 2.5 with dimen-

sions. The dimensions are chosen to match the measured values. Figures 2.6a, and b show the 3D

image, and the mesh, respectively. For simplicity, only two parts of the copper lines, and the sol-

der bump are modelled and any IMCs are neglected. The width of the copper lines is 68 µm, and

the diameter of the solder ball is 792 µm. The geometry was meshed with 451224 tetrahedral ele-

ments. The calculation lasted about 27 s on a standard PC. 

The electrical conductivity values and the resistance values at room temperature and 160 °C

are shown in Table 2.1. The solder bump resistance is calculated from the average simulated volt-

age drop between the two solder/copper interfaces. The copper conductivity is from [56] and the

Figure 2.5. Illustrative cross-section of the 3D FE model of solder bump. Cu line width is 68 µm. 

e-

x
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SAC conductivity is measured from the as received solder wire. The total resistance is calculated

from the voltage drop between outer ends of the copper lines for an applied current of 2.2 A,

resulting in a current density of 924 A/mm2 in the Cu lines. 

x
zyx

zy

a b

Figure 2.6. The (a) 3D image, and (b) mesh of the FE model

Table 2.1. The electrical conductivities and the calculated resistances in the FE model

20 °C 160 °C

Copper conductivity [S/µm] 59.6 38.7

SAC conductivity [S/µm] 7.99 4.90

Total resistance [mΩ] 5.94 9.24

Solder bump resistance [mΩ] 0.84 1.36
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The current density distribution on the cross-sectional plane of the FE model is shown in

Fig. 2.7a. The current density distribution along the cathode interface in this cross-sectional plane

is shown in Fig. 2.7b. The current density first drops, and then rises along the interface form

point I to II. The highest current density along the cathode interface is at point II in Fig. 2.7b. The

highest current densities along the cross-sectioned interfaces are 423 A/mm2 on cathode side and

394 A/mm2 on anode side, respectively. The difference is due to the difference in interface length

(Fig. 2.5), which is measured from Fig. 2.1d, and varies during current stressing.

The highest current density along the interface is at point II and is directed mainly in verti-

cal direction as shown by the numerical result in Fig. 2.8. The current flows mainly vertically at

the SAC-Cu interface since the path of least resistance is through the bulk of the bump, rather than

through the more direct but thinner path at the bottom of the bump. Such vertical current flow is

consistent with the case of ball grid array (BGA) solder joints interfaces. 

Figure 2.8.  Simulated current direction distribution in the cross-sectional plane of the SAC solder
bump during current stressing test. Most of the current flows vertically into the bump at the sol-
der/Cu line interface. The arrow size is normalized. 

z

x
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Figure 2.7. (a) Simulated current density distribution in the cross-sectional plane of the unaged
SAC solder bump during current stressing test at 160 °C. The current applied to the sample was
2.2 A. (b) the current density distribution along the cathode interface in the cross-sectional plane
from points I to II as defined in (a)
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 2.4  Results

 2.4.1  Four Stages of Joint Resistance

A typical resistance signal curve is shown in Figs. 2.9a-c. In this example, the resistance

changed from 6.6 mΩ at room temperature to 10.2 mΩ at the elevated temperature. Correspond-

ing average results from five samples are 7.7 ± 1.8 mΩ and 11.8 ± 2.8 mΩ, respectively. Errors

are standard deviations. These value ranges are ~15 % larger than the simulated values for the

total resistance in Table 2.1 which possibly is due to variations in Cu line thickness or length.

Time 0 is defined as when the current was switched from 0.1 A to 2.2 A after the oven tempera-

ture was stabilized. Figure 2.9d shows the dR/dt versus time curve, where dR/dt is smoothened

using the average over a moving interval of 4000 s, in order to reduce the noise in the dR/dt curve. 

Four stages are seen in this example. Stage 1 has a constant slope ranging between

0.09 mΩ/h and 0.25 mΩ/h and lasts until about 15 ks. Afterwards the slope increases to 0.53-

1.04 mΩ/h at about 40 ks (Stage 2). After that, abrupt drops of resistance signals start to become

dominant (Fig. 2.9b) each followed by a slow rise of approximately equal magnitude (Stage 3).

Such drop-rise cycles occur every few minutes and generally get larger as the aging continues, the

biggest resistance drop being 4 mΩ in the example of Fig. 2.9b. Similar resistance behavior is

also seen in [14]. Stage 4 is characterized by the abrupt rise of the signal leading to complete fail-

ure (open circuit) within typically 10-50 s. The mechanism of the resistance drops and rises in

current stressing is discussed in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2.9.  The (a) over view, (b) example of abrupt resistance drops, and (c) the final failure of a
typical resistance change vs. time curve at 160 °C. Red dots are recorded data. (d) The dR/dt
curve of the same example (moving average 4000 s). 
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To get an idea of the variation of the resistance vs. time curves between samples, four exam-

ple resistance curves are shown in Fig. 2.10. The contribution factors can include the variation of

the substrate, solder material, and/or the oven temperature. 

 2.4.2  Aging a Cross-Sectioned Sample

A single sample was cross-sectioned and then aged at 4 h intervals and analyzed at 4 h, 8 h,

12 h, 16 h, 20 h, and 24 h, respectively. Due to the destructive nature of cross sectioning method,

the sample is an incomplete solder bump. In each step, the sample is cooled slow enough inside

the oven to avoid thermal shock induced stress. A similar method for aging a cross-sectioned sam-

Figure 2.10.  Four typical resistance vs. time curves.
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ple is also used in [7, 8]. The thickness of the IMC is measured at five locations at different times

of aging, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The IMC growing rate is different at different locations along the

interface. In locations A and E, the IMC thickness reaches 9.8 and 8.4 µm in 8 and 4 h, at rates of

1.0 and 1.5 µm/h, respectively, and keeps increasing at rates of 0.7 and 0.4 µm/h until 24 h. In the

Figure 2.11. IMC thickness at locations A, B, C, D, and E along the cathode interface. 
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central locations B to D, IMC grows to 5.4-5.5 µm in the first 4 h, and slows down to average

rates of 0.13-0.14 µm/h during 4 to 24 h. The average rates are calculated from linear fits. 

Thicker IMC layers are observed at the periphery of the interfaces (locations A and E) com-

pared to the central interfacial area (locations B, C, and D). This possibly is due to the current

density being higher at the periphery compared to the central area as shown in Fig. 2.7b. Higher

current density causes higher rate of Joule heat input and thus higher local temperature, leading to

a faster IMC growth rate. Moreover, a higher current density also results in a faster electromigra-

tion rate, further accelerating IMC growth. 

However, not only Joule heat and electromigration can affect IMC thickness but also Cu

atomic concentration in the bump near the interface due to reflow, and/or the temperature distribu-

tion due to the effect of geometry. On one hand, the localized reflow history possibly resulted in

more Cu dissolved into the SAC near location A where more Cu was dissolved than at other loca-

tions along the interface. A thicker IMC layer after aging possibly results from more Cu dissolved

into the adjacent bump region during reflow. On the other hand, heat build-up possibly is highest

close to the center (location A) because it is farthest from the surface of the bump, which can

result in higher temperature than caused by Joule heating alone. These two factors possibly

explain why the IMC thickness is highest at location A where the current density is relatively low

according to Fig. 2.7. 

IMC can also be a barrier for diffusion between SAC and Cu. When the IMC becomes thick

enough, the growing rate slows down due to slower diffusion between SAC and Cu. This results

in the IMC growing rate at locations A and E to be slower than B to D after 8 h of aging.

The cross-sectional images of the cathode interface after 16 h and 20 h at 160 °C and 2.2 A

are shown in Figs. 2.12a-b, respectively. Cracks are observed in after 16 h aging, some of which
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Figure 2.12.  The cross-sectional SEM images of a typical cathode joint interface after aging at
160 °C 2.2 A for (a) 16 h, and (b) 20 h, respectively (same sample). 
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disappeared after 20 h aging, indicating a self-healing process taking place, the mechanism of

which is discussed in Section 2.5. The resistance signal of this cross-sectioned sample indicates

that it is in Stage 1 before 24 h. 

 2.4.3  Cross-sections after complete failure

Cross-sectional images of a typical failed sample are shown in Figs. 2.13a-b. This sample

was cross-sectioned after the end of the test. The open is shown in more detail in Fig. 2.13b. In all

samples complete failure is characterized by open cathode joints. 

The original cathode interface disappears after complete failure, and the open locates below

the solder resist. On the left side of the open is the SAC. On the right side of the open is the Cu

line. From the cross-sectional images, the horizontal distance between the right end of the open

and the left end of the solder resist ranges from 20 µm to 48 µm. Both IMC layer and SAC layer

are observed on the end of the Cu line. The thickness of both IMC and SAC layers together ranges

from 10 µm to 36 µm, and the thickness of all the observed IMC layer is 6 µm.
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 2.5  Discussion

The observed interface evolution during the aging test include IMC growth (Fig. 2.11),

crack formation, crack propagation, crack healing (Figs. 2.12a-b), and opening (Figs. 2.13a-b).

(a)
open

Cu

e-
200 µm

Cu

SAC

IMC

Figure 2.13.  (a) The cross-sectional SEM image of a typical solder joint after complete failure at
40.19 h. (b) Magnified image of the rectangular in (a)

(b) 10 µm

Cu
open

SAC

e-

Solder resist

Substrate

Epoxy

IMC
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These events all affect the resistance signal, and different stages of the resistance signal are domi-

nated by different events. 

A possible explanation for the resistance signal showing different stages in Fig. 2.9 is given

using the illustrations in Figs. 2.14a-f. In Stage 1, the resistance change is dominated by IMC

growth. In Stage 2, in addition to IMC growth, the formation and propagation of cracks at the

joint interface becomes dominant on the resistance signal change. As a result, the resistance signal

rises faster than in Stage 1. In Stage 3, crack formation and propagation continues, interrupted by

sporadic crack healing events, resulting in periodical drop and rise of resistance signals. Though

crack formation and healing can be possible in Stage 1, it seems to be too small for affecting the

resistance signal in this stage. The association between crack healing event and the sporadic resis-

tance drop is a possible explanation, and is not directly confirmed due to the experimental diffi-

culty. For direct confirmation, the aging process should be interrupted right before the abrupt

resistance drop, which requires a feature from the resistance signal that shows the abrupt resis-

tance drop would happen in the next reading. However, there is no feature from the real time

resistance signal that indicates the resistance would drop in the next reading. More work would be

needed to improve the understanding of the abrupt resistance drops, such as comparing with a

higher temperature solder material, which is not studied in this thesis. 

The crack in Fig. 2.12 is caused by electromigration [57, 58]. Due to the directional nature

of electromigration, cracks preferably form at the cathode [6, 57-61]as observed in this study.

Though the cross-sectioned sample underwent thermal cycles resulting from taken out of and put

into the oven, the number of such thermal cycles is not large enough to cause cracking at the inter-

face [52, 53]. 
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Figure 2.14. The different stages of suggested joint interface evolution during current stressing
test. Stage 1: (a) IMC forming at the interface. Stage 2: (b) the initial crack forming, and (c) the
crack propagating along the joint interface while new cracks form. Stage 3: (d) local melting at
one contacting asperity due to Joule heat, (e) molten metal filler the crack nearby, and (f) molten
metal solidifies and new joint interface forms after one crack is healed. Only cathode is shown. 

(a) Stage 1

SAC solder

IMC

Cu

(b) Stage 2

Initial crack

(c) Stage 2 

Local melting

(d) Stage 3

Crack healed

(f) Stage 3

Crack propagating

Remained cracks

New cracks

(e) Stage 3

Molten metal
filling crack

Molten metal solidifies
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The apparent instantaneous drop in resistance is either caused by rapid atomic diffusion fill-

ing a crack or by local melting and crack filling by the molten material, caused by increased Joule

heating of interfacial asperities next to the crack. When the joint resistance increases to a critical

value due to crack propagation, the Joule heat increases locally due to the current being concen-

trated. When the Joule heat is so high that the local temperature can reach the melting point of

SAC. The SAC melts locally at the interface and fills the cracks nearby. Less current goes through

the molten part because of the higher resistivity of liquid metal than solid metal. As a result, the

local temperature drops abruptly and the molten metal solidifies. 

The process from the start of local melting to the end of solidification can take less than the

sampling period of the experimental setup 4 s, and possibly is much shorter, which is consistent

with the resistance signal shown in Fig. 2.9, where all drops are shorter than one single sampling

period. 
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 2.6  Summary of Chapter 2

By monitoring resistance during current stressing of SAC to Cu joints and comparing with

results from cross-sections, it was possible to clearly identify four stages of aging. Possible expla-

nations were given for mechanisms underlying each stage. Specifically in Stage 3, the resistance

signals drop and rise periodically, where the drops are abrupt while the rises are relatively grad-

ual. The abrupt resistance signal drops are explained with crack self-healing event found with

cross-section studies. 

The method presented in this study is well suited for efficient characterization of the reli-

ability of a joint between solder and copper trace, e.g. for quick comparison of different solder

types. The method relies on a custom low-cost substrate and involves simply steps of specimen

preparation and subsequent testing. The continuous resistance recording provides ample data for

efficient reliability characterizations under current and temperature loads. As the resistance data is

available in real-time during the test, failing joint can be detected exactly when they fail. So test

can be interrupted to save time. 
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Chapter 3    Real time joint resistance 
monitoring during solder reflow

The work in this chapter is partially published in [62]. In this chapter, a customized real

time resistance monitoring (RTRM) setup is developed to observe the resistance of a solder con-

nection in real-time during reflow to better understand the challenges of soldering. In contrast to

Chapter 2, the RTRM method in this chapter can monitor multiple samples simultaneously with a

faster sampling rate. 

In Section 3.1, the customized RTRM method is described, including both sample solder

dispensing and resistance monitoring in reflow. In Section 3.2, two types of solder paste are stud-

ied with RTRM. Solder A is fresh while solder B is one year old. Solder B in general has a lower

room temperature resistance before reflow than solder A. During reflow, the resistance signals

behave differently between solder A and solder B. For example, in solder B, an episode of high

resistance (24.40 ± 16.04 kΩ) is observed for 4-58 s not long before melting, while solder A

mainly shows resistance drops in the early stage of reflow. Microscopic images and cross-section-

ing studies with respect to the special events in the resistance signal show solder compacting, sol-

der sintering, flux segregation, and final open or connection. In Section 3.3, the correlation

between the resistance signals and the microscopic observations is discussed.
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 3.1  Experimental

 3.1.1  Solder paste dispensing

The solder paste is purchased from Chipquik (part number: SMD291AX). The solder paste

contains 88 wt.% Sn63Pb37 metal balls of 25-45 µm diameter. The flux is standard REL0

flux [63], which has less than 0.05 wt.% halide. The activator is a mixture of carboxylic acids

including maleic acid, and the flux activation temperature is 140 °C. The solvent is terpineol with

a melting temperature of −35.9 to −28.2 °C and a boiling temperature of 214 to 217 °C. 

Two syringes of solder paste are used, and are named solder A and solder B, respectively, in

this chapter. The manufacture dates of solder A, and solder B are 2016 March, and 2015 March,

respectively. The experiments were carried out in summer 2016. 

A total of eight solder bridge samples on one standard 28-pin side-brazed dual in-line

ceramic package (SBDIP) are fabricated. The metallization of the lead fingers is >1.5 µm Au over

≈25 µm Ni. The solder paste is dispensed with a Nordson Ultimus I Automatic Fluid Dispenser,

as shown in Fig. 3.1. After a few trials and errors, a final dispensing design shown in Fig. 3.2a is

adopted. Each sample is designed to bridge two lead fingers. The machine settings for this design

are taught via the control panel and the dispensing parameters are given in Table 3.1. The machine

    

Table 3.1. Solder paste point dispensing parameters

Tip inner diameter [mm] Time [s] Pressure [psi]

0.61 6 50
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is taught to perform eight-point dispensing. After the substrate is placed, the control panel is used

to move the syringe tip to the designed locations, and teach the locations, and the dispensing

parameters. The inner diameter of the needle is 0.61 mm. Point dispensing is used with a dispens-

ing time of 6 s and a dispensing pressure of 50 psi. The estimated amount of paste dispensed is

1.9 mm3. A top view of a SBDIP with all eight samples before and after reflow is shown in

Figs. 3.2b and c, respectively. An overview photo of the SBDIP is shown in Fig. 3.2d.

Figure 3.1. Automatic dispensing setup. 

YZ control

Pressure
Control

Stage &
X control 

Barrel
holder

Control panel
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Figure 3.2. (a) Design of solder paste dispensing pattern, with eight samples in total on one
SBDIP. Image is not to scale. (b) Top view of a SBDIP with as-dispensed solder paste samples,
and (c) reflowed samples. (d) The overview photo of an empty SBDIP substrate, and a 25 cent
Canadian coin (diameter = 23.88 mm).

Sample 8

Sample 1

SnPb Paste Au lead finger

2 mm

a

b c

d
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 3.1.2  Real-time resistance monitoring system

The design of the resistance monitoring system is illustrated using a block diagram in

Fig. 3.3 and a list of components is shown in Table 3.2. The main components are PC with custom

recording software, two Keithley 2700 multimeters (one with a multiplexer card integrated), a

Pt100 resistive temperature detector, a custom high temperature socket assembly, an oven and

cables. The eight samples are connected with a multiplexer inside multimeter 1 (DMM 1) through

Figure 3.3. Schematic of resistance monitoring system, with both digital multimeters (DMMs)
programmed to automatically measure and record sample resistances, and temperature, respec-
tively, all controlled with PC.

SBDIP
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the high temperature socket, the PTFE insulated wire cables, the regular flat ribbon cables outside

the oven, and some D-sub connectors for flexible assembly and disassembly of the setup. Digital

multimeter 2 (DMM 2) measures the temperature using the Pt100. The recording rate in this study

is seven readings per second per substrate. The detailed connection between the samples and the

multiplexer is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Photographs of the sample unit details and the experimental setup overview are shown in

Figs. 3.5a and b, respectively. After samples are dispensed, the SBDIP is inserted into a high tem-

perature socket. The Pt100 is mechanically embedded into the top of the socket so that it is in con-

tact with the back of the SBDIP when the SBDIP is inserted. The socket is connected to the

    

Table 3.2. List of components in the solder reflow resistance monitoring system

Component Description

1 PC Laptop: Win7 with Matlab

2 Matlab code
RmonitoringReflow_v20170802.m; 

Available online at [64]

3 DMM1 Keithley 2700 with a 7700 multiplexer card

4 High temp socket
High-Temp (up to 300°C) Universal DIP ZIF Burn-in & 

Test Sockets, Aries Electronics Inc.

5 SBDIP SBDIP with eight solder samples (see Fig. 3.2b)

6 DMM2 Keithley 2700 

7 Pt100 Temperature sensor

8 Cables
GPIB-USB adapter, regular flat ribbon cables, and high tem-

perature polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) insulated cables

9 Oven Omegalux LMF 3550

10 Others 37-pin D-sub connectors, Kapton tape, Steel block (Weight)
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multiplexer through 28 wires. As a result of the sample design, only 16 of the 28 connections are

used. Both Pt100 and the high temperature socket are joined to the wires with Sn-3Ag-0.5Cu

(SAC305) solder which has a melting temperature of 217-218 °C. A metal block supports the

wires to make the SBDIP surface close to horizontal, minimizing movement of the solder paste

due to gravity. High temperature tape is used to fix the wires onto the metal frame. All wires

inside the oven are insulated with PTFE. In summary, the whole sample unit is built to survive

temperature of up to 250 °C with connections to the digital multimeters outside the oven. 

The resistance monitoring process controlled with a Matlab code, and the flow diagram is

shown in Fig. 3.6. The Matlab code essentially scans all the samples in a loop until the time is

Figure 3.4. Detailed connection between samples, multiplexer, and DMM 1. For example in this
figure, sample 2 is connected for measurement while all others are disconnected. 

DMM 1

Sample 8Sample 2Sample 1

CH 1 CH 2 CH 8

Multiplexer
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reached to stop recording, typically at 4 hours. The file name of the Matlab code is

RmonitoringReflow_v20170802.m. It is available for download from matlab central [64].

20 mm

Figure 3.5. (a) High temperature sample unit that can be used up to 250 °C. The socket is mechan-
ically supported by two flat band cables (second cable not shown, behind the first cable). Over-
view of the experimental setup schematically shown in Fig. 3.3.

Kapton tape

High temp 
socket

SubstrateSamples

PTFE 
insulated
wires

Pb5Sn2Ag
solder

Steel block
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Figure 3.6. Matlab code flow diagram for the resistance monitoring during solder reflow, where
each measurement loop takes about 2 s. (File name: RmonitoringReflow_v20170802.m; Avail-
able online at [64] and [55]). 
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 3.2  Results

 3.2.1  Resistance change during reflow

Figure 3.7 shows an example resistance curve and the recorded temperature during reflow

of solder A. Sample resistance at room temperature is typically a few MΩ. In this example, RAinit

= 4.89 MΩ. During ramping up of the temperature, the resistance typically experiences two

abrupt drops. In this example, the first resistance drop of ΔR1 = 0.78 MΩ from Rbefore1 =

1.14 MΩ to Rafter1 = 0.36 MΩ takes place at tRdrop1 = 4.6 min when the temperature is TRdrop1 =

130 °C. The second resistance drop of ΔR2 = 115 kΩ from Rbefore2 = 115 kΩ to Rafter2 = 4.58 Ω

takes place at tRdrop2 = 5.2 min when the temperature is TRdrop2 = 143 °C. From time = 10 min to

the end of the experiment, the resistance signal mainly follows the same trend as the temperature

signal. The temperature coefficient is determined to be α = 0.023 °C-1, with reference temperature

of 25 °C, using the linear fit result from data between 25 min and 60 min, as shown in Fig. 3.8.

For this data, the lead resistance was deducted by the raw data. The lead resistance is measured

separately from a sample shorting all the leads, and a top view photo is shown in Fig. 3.9. The

lead resistance includes the resistances of the conducting part in the SBDIP, the socket, the wires,

the D-Sub connectors, the multiplexer, and all the contact resistances in between. A typical lead

resistance is 1.3-1.6 Ω in room temperature, and 1.4-1.9 Ω at 200 °C, respectively. 

Figure 3.10 shows four example resistance curves and the recorded temperature curve dur-

ing the reflow process obtained with solder B. In contrast to solder A, solder B seems to be more

conductive at room temperature, where the average resistance is RBinit = 1.84 Ω.The resistance

signal drops before about 6 min into heating for all the samples shown. When the recorded tem-
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perature reaches 170 °C, the resistance is RB170C = 1.62 Ω with a standard deviation of 0.11 Ω.

Between 8 and 12 min, we observe different behaviors from all the resistance signals: 1. open; 2

and 3. transient high electrical resistance (THER); 4. no sudden change. More details for exam-

Figure 3.8.  R-T curve of solder A using data between 25 min and 60 min of R-t curve, the lead
resistance deducted.

R = 0.029291 + 0.0013251•T

Figure 3.9.  Top view photo of the sample used for measuring lead resistances. 

10 mm
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ples 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 3.11. Such samples with THER behavior have typically 1-3 THER

signal spikes. From a total of 82 tested samples, there are 35 open, 16 THER including 5 double

THER and 1 triple THER, and 31 with no sudden resistance change. 

Figure 3.12 shows a typical resistance curve with THER zoomed at 11-11.5 min, and the

corresponding temperature curve. At tBjump = 11.15 min when the recorded temperature is TBjump

= 185.6 °C, the resistance signal abruptly jumps from RBjump = 1.7 Ω to RTHER = 13.5 kΩ. The

resistance signal remains > 10 kΩ until at tBdrop = 11.39 min when the recorded temperature is

TBdrop = 186.1 °C, and abruptly drops from RTHER to RBdrop = 1.63 Ω. For single THER behavior,

the resistance remains at RTHER between tBjump and tBdrop. For multiple THER behavior, the resis-

tance signal jumps back and forth between > 1 kΩ and < 5 Ω, as shown by the example in

Fig. 3.10. In either case, a resistance reading between 5 Ω and 1 kΩ is rarely seen between tBjump

and tBdrop. The time span between tBjump and tBdrop is 4 to 58 s for 16 samples.

Figure 3.12. Zoomed view of a typical R-t curve that shows THER event, and the corresponding
T-t curve.

Time [min]
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The data extracted from the reflow signals is summarized in Table 3.3.

 3.2.2  Microscopic analysis for solder A

Figures 3.13a-d show optical microscopic images of solder A taken from samples for which

the reflow process was at various stages. The stages are as dispensed state, after first resistance

drop, after second resistance drop, and after complete reflow process, respectively. 

Figure 3.13b shows slumping compared with Fig. 3.13a, which may account for the first

resistance drop due to the increased compactness of solder balls. Solder slumping is a common

Figure 3.13. Optical top view images of solder A from interrupted reflow process at (a) as dis-
pensed state, (b) between the two resistance drops, (c) less than 10 s after the second resistance
drop, and (d) after complete reflow process. 

1 mm 1 mm

1 mm 1 mm

a b

c d
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Table 3.3. Data extracted from reflow signals

Solder A Solder B

µ σ n µ σ n

Rinit [Ω] 11.5 × 106 6.9 × 106 120 1.84 1.54 54

First 
drop

max rate [kΩ/s] 342 71 111 - - -
tRdrop1 [min] 5.2 1.2 120 - - -

TRdrop1 [°C] 116 19 104 - - -

Rbefore1 [MΩ] 1.23 0.08 97 - - -

ΔR1 [kΩ] 814 158 110 - - -

Rafter1 [kΩ] 502 178 120 - - -

Second 
drop

max rate [kΩ/s] 64.7 25.8 103 - - -
tRdrop2 [min] 6.5 1.5 120 - - -

TRdrop2 [°C] 141 11 104 - - -

Rbefore2 [kΩ] 121 52 107 - - -

ΔR2 [kΩ] 121 52 107 - - -

Rafter2 [Ω] 4.58 2.78 111 - - -

Max 
temp.

Tmax [°C] 193.5 3.8 48 191.0 4.1 40

tTmax [min] 26.3 1.2 40 15.7 8.7 48

RTmax [mΩ] 291 55 39 286 108 38

THER

tBjump [min] - - - 9.32 0.13 11

TBjump [°C] - - - 176.8 4.5 23

RBjump [Ω] - - - 0.31 0.11 22

tBdrop [min] - - - 9.44 0.08 11

TBdrop [°C] - - - 178.9 3.6 23

RBdrop [Ω] - - - 0.22 0.10 22

RTHER [kΩ] - - - 24.40 16.04 123

Cooling 
stage TCR [10-3K-1] 16.4 9.3 22 5.24 1.10 39

Rfinal @ 50 °C [mΩ] 131 67 28 148 90 29
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phenomenon for solder paste in the early stage of reflow, where solder paste spreads to some

extent, and may lead to short circuit in fine pitch soldering. Figure 3.13c shows less coverage of

transparent phase among the solder balls than Fig. 3.13b, indicating a loss of flux component dur-

ing the second resistance drop. Figure 3.13d shows a solder bridge formed with smooth surface

due to surface tension before the sample solidifies, and flux residue can be observed around the

sample. 

 3.2.3  Microscopic analysis for solder B

Figure 3.14a shows an optical image of as-dispensed solder B. Figure 3.14b and c show

optical and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images of a sample interrupted at 150 °C during

the reflow process, respectively. Comparing Figs. 3.14a and b, the solder ball neighboring dis-

tances are 45.8 µm with a standard deviation of 14.4 µm and 35.0 µm with a standard deviation

of 3.9 µm, respectively, taking randomly 5 pairs of neighboring solder balls. No evidence of

melting or joining can be seen in Fig. 3.14c. The difference between Fig. 3.14a and Fig. 3.14b is

difficult to see under the same magnification as in Figs. 3.13a-d.

The solder balls becoming more compact after heated up to 150 °C is consistent with the

resistance becoming smaller in the preheating stage. The expected reason for solder compacting is

the vaporization of the volatile components in the flux [65-68]. 

Figures 3.15a-b show SEM images of the cross-section of a typical sample during THER

event shown in Fig. 3.12. The sample in Fig. 3.15 is prepared by stopping heating at about 2 s

after the resistance jumps are observed. At about 2 s after the resistance jumps are observed, the

oven is stopped and opened immediately, and the sample unit is taken out of the oven to cool in
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room temperature. No cracks on the ceramic substrate are observed. The same method is used to

interrupt soldering process in Chapter 3, as well as the silver sintering process in Chapter 4.

The solder in Fig. 3.15a is partially molten, and the solder balls in Fig. 3.15b are mostly

connected already. An opening is observed in Fig. 3.15a between the solder and the substrate.

Solidified flux is observed in between the solder and the lead fingers. The flux occupying the

space in between the solder metal and the lead fingers possibly results from increased surface ten-

sion of the molten flux. Its conductance is possibly the main reason for the finite resistance

detected in THER. 

c

40 µm

Figure 3.14. Microscopic images of solder B (a) optical, as dispensed, (b) optical, after
T = 150 °C, and (c) scanning electron microscopic (SEM), after T = 150 °C. 

a

100 µm 100 µm

b
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Figures 3.16a, c, and e show SEM images of samples at 3 s after resistance drops after

THER. No evidence of solder melting can be seen in Fig. 3.16a since no solder balls appear

joined. However in Figs. 3.16c and e, no individual intact solder balls can be observed. Instead,

more uniform solder material is observed in the center of the sample while on the surface is

mainly coalition of misshaped solder balls with a few gaps, indicating the occurrence yet incom-

plete melting of solder sample. 

500 µm

Open

Solder

Lead Lead 

flux flux

Substrate

100 µm

a

b

finger finger

Figure 3.15. (a) Overview, and (b) magnified SEM image of a solder B sample cross-section
between tBjump and tBdrop. The sample is removed from the oven about 2 s after resistance jump is
observed from the real time resistance signal.
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Figures 3.16b, d, and f show SEM images of samples taken 8 s after THER. Most solder

balls have joined together, and a few exceptions can be observed from Fig. 3.16b, forming small

islands on top of the sample. These islands can be solder balls that are still solid or molten solder

balls that do not join with neighboring solder materials. Comparing Figs. 3.16c and d, we can also

see the shape change due to surface tension of molten solder. 

Figure 3.16. The (a, b) top view and (c, d, e, f) cross sectional view of solder B samples inter-
rupted at (a, c, e) 3 s and (b, d, f) 8 s after resistance drops after THER.

tBdrop + 3 s tBdrop + 8 s
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 3.3  Discussion

Figures 3.17a-f are illustrations of mechanisms identified during solder reflow based on the

resistance signal and optical observations. Figure 3.17a shows the as-dispensed fresh solder paste.

The solder balls distribute randomly in the matrix of the solder paste forming some conductivity

resulting from a few random conductive paths in the solder ball network (percolation network)

[69, 70] in the case of solder B only. Such networks seem to not have formed in solder A for

which conductivity possibly is only due to ions in the organic matrix of the solder paste. This con-

ductivity corresponds to the initial resistance RAinit, as shown in Fig. 3.17f.

In Fig. 3.17b, as the solvent in the solder paste vaporizes, the total volume of the flux

becomes smaller, and the packing of solder balls becomes more compact, forming more conduc-

tive paths in the solder ball network, resulting in a lower [69] resistance reading than in

Fig. 3.17a. Solvent vaporization typically happens during the early stage of reflow, and can also

happen during long term room temperature storage, which explains the initial low as-dispensed

resistance of solder B, as shown in Fig. 3.17f. While the difference of the initial resistance

between solder A and B is six orders of magnitude, the final resistance difference is not statisti-

cally significant, with RAfinal = 131 ± 67 mΩ, and RBfinal = 148 ± 90 mΩ, as shown in Table 3.3.

In Fig. 3.17c, THER is explained with flux segregation, which is mainly observed in solder

B, as shown in Fig. 3.17f. The flux segregation may result from high surface tension of flux when

it melts [71-73]. The aging of solder B during the long time in the shelve possibly resulted in a

change of the surface tension of the organic parts of the paste, resulting in the flux segregation

phenomenon (THER). For confirmation, the dependence of flux surface tension on storage time

can be measured, which is not included in this thesis. 
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Figure 3.17. Correlations between resistance signals and observed phenomena: (a) as-dispensed
fresh solder paste with high initial resistance; (b) solvent vaporization and solder balls getting
more compact, with lower resistance signals; (c) solder ball sintering and flux segregation with
THER, (d) solder melting and wetting both lead fingers, forming final connection with final resis-
tance, (e) solder detached from one lead finger and joined with the other, with infinite resistance
signals, and (f) resistance signal and events summarized. 

a flux
solder balls

Solder connection Open

d e

CeramicLead fingers

b
Solvent vaporization 

Solder ball sintering
c

& flux segregation:

As-dispensed fresh solder:

Initial high resistance of solder A

& solder ball compacting:

1. Early stage resistance drops
2. Initial low resistance of solder B 

THER observed in solder B

Solder connection: Final resistance Open: infinite resistance signal

t

R
solvent vaporization

f

& solder ball compacting flux segregation

solder ball sintering
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After THER, melting, solidification, and IMC formation also occur, but none of them can

be easily identified with the resistance signals shown. It is possible that more work can be done

such as noise reduction of the setup to improve identification of melting and solidification from

resistance signals. 

Figures 3.17d and e show two typical possibilities after reflow. In Fig. 3.17d, the solder

finally melts, wets both lead fingers pushing the flux away, and forms the final joint, which results

in a small final resistance reading. In Fig. 3.17e, the solder is detached from one lead finger and is

joined with the other, which results in an open, as shown in Fig. 3.17f. 
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 3.4  Summary of Chapter 3

A method is reported to monitor real time resistance signals of microelectronic solder joints

during the reflow process of solder paste. No less than 120, and 54 samples are tested for fresh,

and 1-year-old SnPb solder pastes, respectively. Example results are presented and compared with

microscopic observations. 

Essential process mechanisms were detected such as percolation network compacting, flux

segregation, and opening. Percolation network compacting in the early stage of solder reflow

results in resistance drops. A flux segregation phenomenon was identified with expired solder

which can result in open signal in the resistance curve. After reflow, the resistance signal shows

immediately whether the joint is open or connected. 

The method in this chapter can be used in a real time feedback loop in solder reflow process

for process control, and/or efficiently help develop new microjoining materials such as new solder

paste, to help overcome some challenges in the microjoining field today due to miniaturization.
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Chapter 4    Real time resistance monitoring 
during sintering of silver paste

In this chapter, the sintering process of silver paste is studied with an improved real time

resistance monitoring technology based on the method used in Chapter 3. A larger range of resis-

tance measurement (10-5-1011 Ω) is presented, and a more continuous measurement than previous

methods [34, 36, 41] is provided.

In Section 4.1, the experimental method is described including the material used, the sam-

ple preparation process, the resistance monitoring process, and cross sectioning method.

Section 4.2 includes example resistance curves, microscopic studies, finite element (FE) studies

to determine material resistivity, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies. Signals of

joint resistance show events such as resistance increase to >10 GΩ, abrupt resistance drop from

>10 GΩ to <1 kΩ, and gradual resistance drop to <1 mΩ. Distinct clusters of sintered silver is

identified from samples removed from the oven when the resistance drops to ~2.94 Ω. In

Section 4.3, based on cross-sectioning of samples at various stages of sintering and DSC results, a

correlation between resistance signal and solvent evaporation, capping agent degradation, and sil-

ver sintering is proposed. 
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 4.1  Experimental

 4.1.1  Materials

The example material is a commercially available SSP, Loctite Ablestik SSP 2020 [74-76].

The ingredients are shown in Table 4.1 [77]. The SSP is a silver sintering paste containing a mix-

ture of silver particles, 2-(2-butoxyethoxy)ethyl acetate as capping agent, and 1,1'-oxydipropan-2-

ol as solvent [78]. 

 4.1.2  Sample preparation

The SSP is dispensed with a Nordson Ultimus I automatic dispenser, with parameters

shown in Table 4.2. The substrate is ceramic side-brazed dual in-line packages (Spectrum

CSB02801). Figure 4.1 shows the top view optical image of the as dispensed samples. All 28 lead

fingers are connected with the SSP in order to maximize the use of the 28 terminals on the sub-

    

Table 4.1. SSP ingredients [77]

Chemical name wt.%

silver flakes and spheres balance

2-(2-butoxyethoxy)ethyl acetate (capping agent, 
boiling point 245 °C, flash point 102 °C)

1-5

1,1'-oxydipropan-2-ol (solvent, 
boiling point 232.8 °C, flash point 138 °C)

1-5
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strate. After dispensing, to minimize sample change such as room temperature sintering, or sol-

vent vaporization, the sample is either used immediately, or covered and stored in a freezer. 

Figure 4.2 shows the sample design. Terminal numbers are indicated and the 12 resistance

signals R1-R12 are defined. In this configuration, up to 12 segments of SSP can be monitored

simultaneously in the sintering process, and all 12 segments of SSP can be measured with 2-wire,

and 4-wire methods. 

    

Table 4.2. Silver paste line dispensing parameters

Tip inner diameter [mm] Speed [mm/s] Pressure [psi]

0.33 4 15

Figure 4.1. A top view optical image of the ceramic package with the as dispensed SSP. 

5 mm

ceramic package

as dispensed
silver sintering paste
across 28 terminals

gold plating on
ceramic package
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 4.1.3  Sintering and resistance measurements

The sintering profile recommended by the manufacturer is 4 hours at 175 °C. The oven is

preheated to the sintering temperature. After the sample is connected, the resistance measurement

starts running for a short time, typically 9 min, in room temperature, with cover removed at

around 5 min, before the sample unit is placed into the oven. After the sintering time is reached,

the oven stops heating, and the samples are left inside the oven to cool down.

For the test setup, a list of components is shown in Table 4.3. The oven, multiplexer, con-

necting materials, and temperature measurement are the same as in Chapter 3. In addition, an Agi-

Figure 4.2. SSP resistance measurement scheme.

SSP
Au lead finger
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lent B2911A precision source/measure unit and an Agilent 34420A nanovoltmeter is used for

resistance measurement, in 2-wire configuration (for >1 Ω) and 4-wire configuration (for <1 Ω),

respectively. In 2-wire configuration, both auto, and manual resistance measurement modes are

used with B2911A for low, and high resistance values, respectively. The auto mode of B2911A

can measure 1 µΩ-200 MΩ. For manual mode, the voltage and current are set manually for differ-

ent resistance range requirements. For example, when the voltage and current setting is 20V/

100nA, the resistance range is 10 kΩ-20 TΩ. As a result, a total of three resistance measurement

modes are used including 4-wire mode with 34420A, 2-wire auto mode, and 2-wire manual mode

with B2911A, respectively. When all the three modes are enabled, the resistance measurement

range is 1 µΩ-20 TΩ. Single mode can be used for faster sampling rate. For example, with

B2911A manual mode only, the sampling rate is 17 readings/s. When all three modes are enabled,

the sampling rate is 2.5 s/reading. 

Figures 4.3a and b show the connection schemes used for resistance measuring with 2-wire

and 4-wire, respectively. Samples R1-R12 are connected to and measured by the multimeter

sequentially, by closing one of the 12 switches while opening the other 11 switches in each mea-

surement loop. Both R-t and T-t curves are visualized in real time on the PC screen. 

    

*In addition to #1, 3, 4, 6-10 in Table 3.2

Table 4.3. List of components in the silver sintering resistance monitoring system

Component* Description

Matlab code
RmonitoringSSP_v20170802.m; 

Available online at [79]

Nanovoltmeter Agilent 34420A

Precision source/measurement unit Agilent B2911A

SBDIP SBDIP with SSP samples (see Fig. 4.1)
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The measuring process is controlled with a custom designed Matlab program, and the flow

chart of an example monitoring process is shown in Fig. 4.4. In this example, all 12 samples are

monitored with all three resistance measurement modes. Alternatively, the monitoring process can

Figure 4.3. Connection scheme for resistance measurement in (a) 2-wire, and (b) 4-wire modes,
respectively. CH numbers identify switches within the equipment. 

a

b

225

225

B2911A

B2911A
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Figure 4.4. Matlab program flow chart of an example monitoring process during silver sintering.
(File name: RmonitoringSSP_v20170802.m; Available online at [79] and [55])

Start

End

Initialization, instrument connection with PC, and configure 34420A

Multiplexer: Close the CH for measuring the next sample 

Multiplexer: Close CH225 to connect B2911A to sample

B2911A: Configure in manual resistance mode, and make a measurement

B2911A: Configure in auto resistance mode, and make a measurement

Pt100: Read the temperature

PC: Save data, and update real time R-t and T-t plots on screen

34420A: Make a measurement

Is the measurement time reached?
No

(eg. CH201 for R1 after R12 is finished)

Multiplexer: Open CH225 to disconnect B2911A from sample, 
and close CH101, CH102, and CH213 to connect 34420A to sample

Multiplexer: Open CH101, CH102, and CH213 to disconnect 34420A

Yes

Multiplexer: Open the CH for the current sample

Disconnect all devices from PC
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be done on fewer samples, and/or with fewer resistance measurement modes, for faster sampling

rate. The file name of the Matlab code is RmonitoringSSP_v20170802.m. It is available for

download from matlab central [79].

 4.1.4  Cross sectioning of interrupted samples

Some samples are interrupted at various times when special events on the resistance signal

appear during the sintering process, and are taken out of the oven to cool in air for subsequent

cross sectional studies. 

The final polishing is done manually with diamond paste for sufficiently hard samples.

Some not fully sintered samples are too soft to be polished mechanically at room temperature, and

thus are cooled down to -40 °C with liquid nitrogen, and ion milled. 
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 4.2  Results

 4.2.1  Sample images and geometry

Figures 4.5a-b show the top view microscopic images of the SSP sample before, and after

sintering, all taken with environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM, WATlab at Univer-

sity of Waterloo). The mass loss after sintering is 9.3 %, as measured using a Sartorius CP124S

analytical balance, which has a readability of 0.1 mg, and a range of 120 g. 

Figure 4.6 shows cross-sectional outlines of the sample before and after sintering. The coor-

dinates of the points are measured with an optical microscope from the top. The lines are obtained

with piecewise cubic interpolation. The areas are calculated with trapezoidal numerical integra-

tion.

Figure 4.5. Top view microscopic images of (a) as dispensed SSP, (b) sintered SSP, both taken
with environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM, Watlab at University of Waterloo).

a b
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 4.2.2  Resistance signals

Figure 4.7 shows the overview of raw R-t curves obtained from monitoring a single SSP

sintering sample (R1 in Fig. 4.2) with all three resistance measurement modes. Due to the differ-

ent range and configuration, for each mode, the resistance curve is valid only in certain segments.

Before 30.85 min, the sample resistance is too large for the 2-wire auto mode or the 4-wire mode

to make a measurement, and is only captured by 2-wire manual mode. At about 30.85 min, the

sample resistance experiences an abrupt drop into the range of 2-wire auto mode, and becomes

too low for 2-wire manual mode to measure. The readings of about 8 kΩ is the lower limit of the

2-wire manual mode. When the sample resistance drops to <1 Ω at about 37.11 min, the 4-wire

mode starts making measurements, and the resistance reading difference between 2-wire auto

Figure 4.6. Cross-sectional outlines of the SSP before and after sintering, measured with optical
microscope. Cross-sectional areas are calculated with piecewise cubic interpolation and trapezoi-
dal numerical integration. 

Before

After

Area shrinkage = 31.6%

0.25 mm2

0.17 mm2
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mode and 4-wire mode is the lead resistance, which is about 3 Ω. After raw data is obtained, the

valid resistance curve segments from each mode are put together to form a complete resistance

curve with only valid readings. The lead resistance is subtracted from the 2-wire resistances. 

Figure 4.8 shows the overview R-t after post processing of the R-t curves in Fig. 4.7, and the

corresponding T-t curve. Figures 4.9-4.11 show zoomed in parts from typical R-t and T-t curves.

On the R-t curves of Fig. 4.9a and Fig. 4.10a, a sequence of six observations is made: 1. room

temperature high resistance of 106-109 Ω, 2. resistance drop and rise forming a “V” shape signal

until >10 GΩ, and 3. stable high resistance of 10-30 GΩ, 4. abrupt resistance drop from >10 GΩ

to <1 kΩ, 5. steady resistance drop down to <1 mΩ, and 6. resistance change mainly following the

temperature change. 

A set of characteristic quantities is derived from the R-t curve, as shown in Figs. 4.9-4.10,

and the values are shown in Table 4.4. R0 and Rf are initial and final resistances at room tempera-

ture, which is approximately 25 °C, t1 is the time after when the resistance signal is >10 GΩ, and

T1 is the corresponding temperature, t2 is the time after when the resistance signal is <1 kΩ, and

T2 is the corresponding temperature, t3 is the time when the resistance signal is 5 Ω, and T3 is the

corresponding temperature. The different sample size in Table 4.4 is because of the use of some

incomplete R-t profiles from different resistance measurement modes. 

Figure 4.12 shows a typical R-T curve during cooling. The R-T relation is linear. R values

are interpolated at temperatures T = 60, 70,..., 170 °C and plot vs. T to determine the dR/dT

slopes, resulting in correlation coefficient of >0.99 and slopes average and standard error of 2.60,

and 0.06 µΩ/°C, respectively (182 samples). The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) is α

= 4.31 ± 0.02 [10-3K-1], while the TCR of silver [80] is αAg = 3.8 [10-3K-1]. Rref is the extrapo-

lated resistance value at Tref, and Tref is the reference temperature 20 °C in this work. 
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Figure 4.9. (a) R-t curve in Fig. 4.8 zoomed at 0-50 min, label X’s indicates times when cross-sec-
tions are taken. (b) corresponding T-t curve. Inset of a is zoomed in at 15-30 GΩ
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Figure 4.10. (a) R-t curve zoomed to 0.5-1 mΩ, and (b) corresponding T-t curve. 
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Figure 4.11. Example R-t curves zoomed at (a) around t2 (33.7-33.9 min), (b) around t3 (0-100 Ω,
35-41 min), and (c) after t3 (0.5 mΩ-10 Ω, 38-48 min), respectively. 
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Table 4.4. Characteristic values in sintering

average
standard 
deviation

number of SSP samples used in 
calculation [unit less]

log (R0/1Ω) 7.3 0.5 222

t1 [min] 15.1 0.6 63

T1 [°C] 133.8 5.5 63

t2 [min] 30.4 3.5 83

T2 [°C] 168.8 1.2 83

t3 [min] 36.1 5.6 214

T3 [°C] 170.7 1.2 214

Rf [mΩ] 0.54 0.25 148

Figure 4.12. An example R-T curve in cooling stage of the sintering process. The TCR value is
calculated with a reference temperature of 20 °C. The values shown are average ± standard error,

with 182 samples. The standard deviations of slope, and α are 0.81 µΩ/°C, and 0.27 [10-3K-1].

α = 4.31 ± 0.02 [10-3K-1] Re
sis

ta
nc

e 
[m

Ω
]

0.7

0.9
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Temperature [°C]
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 4.2.3  Determining the resistivity of sintered 
paste

Figure 4.13, and Fig. 4.14 show the geometry and mesh of a finite element (FE) model for a

sintered sample segment, respectively, where the cross section of the sintered paste is taken from

Fig. 4.6. The conductivity of the lead fingers is that of Ni 14.3 MS/m. The resistance calculation

method is shown in Fig. 4.15. 

Figure 4.16 shows the dependence of Rfem from the FE study on the SSP conductivity

(σSSP). Taking the value of Rf shown in Table 4.4 as Rfem, the resistivity of the sintered SSP is

thus calculated as 55-180 nΩ•m, while the resistivity of pure Ag is 1.59 nΩ•m [80].

Figure 4.13.  FE model geometry (unit: µm), outline of SSP after sintering taken from Fig. 4.6.

Lead finger
SSP

z

x

z

y

x

y
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Figure 4.14. Mesh of the FE model.

Figure 4.15. Resistance calculation with FE model (side view), where V is the difference between
the two surface average potentials

V

1A

Rfem = V/1A
z

y
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 4.2.4  Microscopy of interrupted samples

Figures 4.17a-d show the cross sectional images of the interrupted samples. Specifically,

samples are taken out of the oven around t1, t2 and t3, respectively. From the R-t signals, the sam-

ple in Fig. 4.17a is taken out of the oven at about t1 + 5.4 min, and the resistance signal stays

>10 GΩ afterwards. The sample in Fig. 4.17b is taken out of the oven at about t2 + 2.5 min and

the final resistance is 253.2 Ω with standard deviation of 233.5 Ω. The sample in Fig. 4.17c is

taken out of the oven at about t3 and its resistance is 2.94 Ω measured at room temperature. In

Fig. 4.17d, the sample sintering is finished (t = 600 min). 

Figure 4.16. Rfem vs. SSP conductivity from FE model
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As the solvent evaporation continues during cross-section sample preparation, negligible

amount of remaining solvent is assumed to exist in any of the samples shown in Figs. 4.17a-d. 

Figure 4.17.  Typical cross-sectional images from samples interrupted (a) between t1 + 4.7 min
and t1 + 6.1 min, (b) between t2 and t2 + 5 min, (c) at about t3, during the sintering process, and
from (d) a sample after sintering is finished. All images are taken with environmental scanning
electron microscope (ESEM, Watlab at University of Waterloo).

a:~t1+5.4min, R>10 GΩ b:~t2+2.5min, R=253.2Ω

c:~t3, R=2.94Ω d:sintering finished, R=0.54 mΩ

first nano link in 
percolation network

E
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Figures 4.17a and b show high similarity, where mainly seen is a crowd of 200 nm - 4 µm

silver particles. Figure 4.17c shows a cluster of sintered silver particles in the center as indicated

with the arrow, and is otherwise the same as Figs. 4.17a and b. Three instances of sintered silver

clusters made from particles smaller than 1 µm are found in a 500 µm × 200 µm cross-section

segment. The distance between neighboring clusters found is >50 µm. Figure 4.17d shows a con-

nected network of sintered silver obtained after 600 min. 

 4.2.5  Open pan DSC

Figures 4.18a and b show the ramping and isothermal segments of an open pan DSC study

of the SSP, respectively. There was no air flow in the experiment. The temperature profile is set to

ramp at 10 °C/min from room temperature to 175 °C, and hold at 175 °C for 10 h. The data after

350 min at 175 °C has no obvious peaks, and is not shown. The noise due to temperature profile

change is shown in light green color. 

One endothermic peak of -33.7 mW/g is observed during ramping stage at 147.7 °C, which

is possibly caused by solvent evaporation. Two exothermic peaks of 9.9, and 20.2 mW/g are

observed during isothermal stage after 26.3 min and 107.8 min at 175 °C, respectively, which are

possibly caused by capping agent degradation, and silver sintering, respectively. The capping

agent degradation may involve oxidation or even combustion [81-83]. 
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Figure 4.18.  Heat flow vs. (a) temperature during ramping stage from room temperature to
175 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, and (b) time during subsequent isothermal stage at 175 °C. The
noisiness in the light color segments of the curves results from change in temperature.
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 4.3  Discussion

This section discusses the observations and gives possible explanations. Figure 4.19 shows

a proposed correlation between the resistance signal and the sintering process. 

Figure 4.19. Proposed correlation between resistance signal and the sintering process of the SSP. 
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 4.3.1  Solvent evaporation and capping deg-
radation

Initially, due to the existence of solvent and capping agent, it is difficult for free electrons to

move between silver particles, leading to high value of R0. The resistance is dominated by ions in

the solvent. Both organic chemicals shown in Table 4.1 are polar molecules, and dissolve free

ions, including Cl-, K+, and Na+ [84]. 

The main event in the early stage of the sintering process is solvent evaporation [85].

According to the DSC study shown in Fig. 4.18a, the solvent evaporation peak temperature is

147.7 °C. During solvent evaporation resistance decreases and subsequently increases as shown

in Fig. 4.9a. The resistance decrement is due to the temperature rise as ion mobility increases with

temperature. The subsequent resistance increment is caused by the solution amount decrement

due to solvent evaporation. At T1, most of the conducting ions are believed lost with the solvent

and the resistance increases strongly.

Between t1 and t2, the remaining conducting ions are too few to contribute to the sample

conductivity. The high resistance values of 10-30 GΩ are dominated by the insulating property of

the capping agent [38]. 

The capping agent degradation mainly starts after solvent evaporation [86, 87], which is

around t1. The capping agent degradation gradually makes the formation of conductive path

easier [38]. The resistance drop at t2 is possibly caused by the formation of the first conductive

path. The steady resistance drop between t2 and t3 is possibly caused by further degradation of the

capping agent and the formation of more conductive paths. 
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According to the DSC study shown in Fig. 4.18b, the capping agent degradation peak time

is 26.3 min at 175 °C, which approximates t3 (27.1 min in oven). The heat generated from cap-

ping degradation may add to the triggering of Ag sintering at t3. 

 4.3.2  Silver sintering

The Ag sintering starts between t2 and t3, according to the observation of the first sintered

Ag particle clusters observed in Fig. 4.17c. Without capping agent, bare Ag particles are readily

joined together [87]. The driving force Δμ is the chemical potential difference between the atoms

on the surface and in the bulk, given by [88]: 

where Ω=1.7×10-29 m3 is the volume per atom in the solid silver bulk according to its lattice

structure; γ is the surface tension, theoretically 890 mJ/m2 for solid silver [89]; and R1 and R2 are

the curvature radii of the two dimensions of the surface. For a spherical particle, 1/R1+1/R2 and

thus Δμ are the same along the surface. For a flake, 1/R1+1/R2 and thus Δμ are largest on the edge.

The thinner the flake, the higher Δμ.

The Δμ drives surface atoms to diffuse to the bulk, or a surface with lower value of 1/R1+1/

R2. In a mixture of Ag particles, such diffusion can result in particle joining or particle shape

change [87], typically reducing the total surface area. 

In the case of particle joining, the atoms on the joining surfaces become bulk atoms, and

thus the Δμ is reduced for these atoms. The total surface area is reduced by approximately twice

Δμ = Ωγ (4-1)
1

R1
------ 1

R2
------+ 
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the joining area. In the case of particle shape change, a flake may change into a few small spheres.

For example, for a 4 µm diameter and 100 nm thick round-edged disc (see label E in Fig. 4.17b),

the Δμ is 3.1×10-22 J on the edge, the volume is 1.3 µm3, and the total surface area is 27.1 µm2. If

it breaks into four identical spheres, assuming no total volume change, the Δμ is 7.1×10-23 J on

the surface, the radius is 0.43 µm, and the total surface area is 9.1 µm2. As a result, the maximum

atomic Δμ is reduced by 77.1 %, and the total surface area is reduced by 66.4 %. 

After t3, the resistance drop is mainly caused by further Ag sintering and particle size

growth in the sintered percolation network. Growth of sintered particles is observed in this work

from comparing the cluster in Fig. 4.17c and the network in Fig. 4.17d. A larger size particle typ-

ically has lower average atomic Δμ because of the smaller surface area to volume ratio and a

smaller 1/R1+1/R2 value on the surface. For example, if four radius 0.43 µm spheres merge to

form one large sphere without volume change, the total surface area change from 9.1 µm2 to

5.8 µm2, reducing by 36 %, and the surface Δμ changes from 7.1×10-23 J to 4.5×10-23 J, reducing

by 37 %. Assuming the number of surface atoms is proportional to the surface area, the average

Δμ is thus reduced by 60 %. 
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 4.4  Summary of Chapter 4

Real time resistance monitoring technology is developed to study the process of silver sin-

tering. The characteristic R-t relationship is obtained for the example SSP studied. The resistance

change is explained with the physical and metallurgical evolution of the SSP during the sintering

process, with the help of DSC and existing knowledge for SSP sintering. Essential mechanisms

are detected with resistance signals, including solvent evaporation, capping agent degradation,

and formation of first sintered clusters. 

The resistance monitoring technology could be tested for process control with a real time

feedback loop during the sintering process, and also for gaining knowledge and development of

new SSP materials. Ultimately, the resistance monitoring technology may help overcome some

current and/or future challenges in electronics packaging industry, such as increasing power den-

sity. 
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Chapter 5    Real time resistance monitoring 
in power cycling of solder joints

Two real time resistance monitoring setup designs are described with example results for

power cycling of solder joints. The two designs are in Sections 5.1, and 5.2, respectively. 

In the first design, Sn42Bi57.6Ag0.4 is studied as an example solder. One sample shows

open resistance signal after 608 cycles, and cracks are observed between the solder and the chip

resistor from the cross sectional images. Some solder joints experiencing too high peak tempera-

tures appear grainy, while the corresponding resistance signals show insignificant change. 

The second design has more uniform temperature distribution, and larger size chip resistors.

Four solder types are studied with the second design including standard lead free solder SAC305.

Resistance rise until open is observed for three solders including SAC305, and from their cross

sectional studies, cracks are observed at the interface of the chip resistors and the solder joints.

The solder with insignificant resistance change is Sn42Bi57.6Ag0.4, and it undergoes severe ther-

mal degradation from the appearance of the solder joints. 
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 5.1  Study I

 5.1.1  PCB design

Figures 5.1a and b show the front and back views of the PCB design for study I. The photos

Figure 5.1. The (a) front and (b) back views of the PCB design for study I. The size of the PCB
board is 46 mm × 22 mm. 

I+ V+

I- V-

I+ V+ I+ V+ I+ V+ I+ V+ I+ V+ I+ V+ I+V+ V+ V+

I- V- I- V- I- V- I- V- I- V- I- V- I-V- V- V-

a

b
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of the front, and back are shown in Figs. 5.2a, and b, respectively. The PCB is designed with

KiCAD, and is manufactured in PCBway in China. On one board, seven resistors can be power

cycled simultaneously located at R1-R7, respectively. The pattern for R1-R7 is designed for regu-

lar chip resistance samples, while R0 is designed as a control group where the two solder pads are

shorted, The R0 value is 1.65 mΩ at room temperature of 25 °C, and 2.49 mΩ at 150 °C, respec-

tively. 

Figure 5.2. The (a) front and (b) back views photos of the PCB for study I. 

a

b
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The conductive copper lines have two different widths of 1 mm, and 0.25 mm, respectively.

The wider lines are current lines, and are designed in order to achieve a uniform current density

distribution in the solder joint, and to minimize electromigration induced failure due to too high a

localized current density. The narrower lines are voltage probes for four-wire resistance measure-

ment. 

R0-R6 have one pair of voltage probes each, while R7 has three pairs voltage probes. As a

result, a total of ten resistance signals can be measured on one board, including one from R0-R6

each and three from R7. Figure 5.3 shows a photo of an example R7 with a 2 mΩ resistor, and the

three resistance values from the three pairs of probes. 

The diameter of all the via drills is 0.4 mm. The solder pad size is 1.5 mm × 1.3 mm for all

the joints, which is a typical pad size for manually soldered 0805 (2012 metric) chip resistor. The

pad array near the edge of the PCB is designed to be compatible with a commercially available

socket (Sullins, WMC18DRYN). 

 5.1.2  Materials and sample preparation

Figure 5.4 shows example photos of the sample preparation procedure from the dispensing

process to a final reflowed sample that is ready for power cycling. The solder paste in this study is

a commercially available SnBiAg paste (Chipquik, SMDLTLFP), and the main properties are

listed in Table 5.1 [90]. 

The dispensing process is done with a Nordson Ultimus I Automatic Fluid Dispenser (see

Fig. 3.1). For each solder pad, a point dispensing process is used, and the dispensing parameters

are listed in Table 5.2. 
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The chip resistors are commercially available thick film resistors (Panasonic, ERJ-

P06D2200V). The resistance value is 220 Ω, and the power rating is 0.5 W. The chip resistors are

manually placed after dispensing, and the solder joints are reflowed in the Omegalux oven at a

nominal peak temperature of 175 °C for 10 min. The measured peak temperature near the sample

during reflow is 145 °C. 

Figure 5.3. A photo of an example R7 with a 2 mΩ resistor, and the resistance readings from the
three pairs of probes (P1, P2, and P3), respectively. 

P1 P2 P3

P1: 3.39 mΩ

P2: 2.77 mΩ

P3: 2.09 mΩ
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 5.1.3  Power cycling

Figure 5.5 shows a diagram of the power cycling experimental over view. A list of compo-

nents are shown in Table 5.3. An Agilent 34420A nanovoltmeter is used to measure the sample

Figure 5.4. The sample preparation procedure from dispensing to reflowed samples. 

Dispensing

Dispensed

Chip resistors placed

Reflowed

Table 5.1. Solder paste properties in study I [90]

Alloy Sn42/Bi57.6/Ag0.4

Ball size 25-45 µm

Metal load 87 wt.%

Melting point 138 °C

Flux classification REL0
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resistance values. A programmable DC power supply is used to apply power cycling stress to the

samples. The DC power supply has a maximum output of 32V/5A/160W. A custom designed C#

software is used to control the DC power supply remotely with PC through a USB connection. A

Keithley 7700 20-channel differential multiplexer module is used in between the samples, nano-

voltmeter, and the DC power supply to control the connection. The nanovoltmeter, and the multi-

plexer are both connected with the PC through general purpose interface bus (GPIB). The

multiplexer, the nanovoltmeter, and the DC power supply are all controlled with a custom

designed Matlab program. 

Table 5.2. Dispensing parameters

Tip inner diameter [mm] Pressure [psi] Dwelling time [s]

0.51 50 4

Figure 5.5. Power cycling experimental diagram overview. The communication pathways are
shown with arrowed lines, and the electrical connections shown with solid lines. 

PC

nanovoltmeter

multiplexer

samples R0-R7

DC power supply
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Figure 5.6 shows the detailed electrical connection map between the samples, the nanovolt-

meter, and the DC power supply, with sample R1 shown as an example. Essentially, the mapping

is designed so as to achieve: 1. simultaneous parallel connection of samples R1-R7 to the DC

power supply through the electrical current wires; 2. each of R0-R6 and the three groups of wires

for R7 can independently be connected to the nanovoltmeter in a four wire configuration. 

Figure 5.7 shows the flow diagram of an example power cycling experiment. In the config-

uration stage, the nanovoltmeter is configured to work in four wire resistance mode, with a num-

ber of power line cycles (NPLC) of 10. Offset compensation is turned on so as to rule out any

voltage drop on the lead introduced by noise source such as thermal electric effect. The voltage

output of the DC power supply is set as 11 V, so as to produce 0.55W power on the resistor, which

    

Table 5.3. List of components in the power cycling setup in Study I

Component Description

1 PC Laptop: Win7 with Matlab

2 Matlab code
RmonitoringPcycling_v20170802.m; 

Available online at [91]

3 PCB Custom designed, made by PCBway Inc., see Fig. 5.2

4 Chip resistor Panasonic, ERJ-P06D2200V (Thick film, 220 Ω, 0.5 W, 0805)

5 Socket Sullins, WMC18DRYN

6 Power supply Vantek 32V/5A/160W Programmable DC Power Supply

7 Nanovoltmeter Agilent 34420A

8 Multiplexer Keithley 7700

9 Pt1000 Temperature sensor

10 Cables GPIB-USB adapter, and regular flat ribbon cables

11 Cable connectors 37-pin D-sub connectors
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is 10 % higher than the power rating of the chip resistor. The current limit is set to be 1 A, which

is high enough for the power supply to work in a constant voltage mode through out the test.

Assuming all seven samples are 220 Ω, the total current flow from the power supply is 0.35 A

when 11 V is applied. The power on/off times are chosen as 2 min/4 min, respectively for the tem-

perature to stabilize at the end of power on/off, respectively. The file name of the Matlab code is

RmonitoringPcycling_v20170802.m. It is available for download from matlab central [91].

For resistance measurement, the samples are connected to the nanovolt meter one by one

until all the ten (one from R0-R6 each, and three from R7) signals are recorded. For power

cycling, The current lines of R1-R7 are simultaneously connected to the DC power supply, and

Figure 5.6. Electrical connection map with a multiplexer in power cycling test in study I, with
only R1 shown as an example. 

nanovolt input

DC power supply

nanovolt sense CH9

CH10

CH23 (shown open)

CH2

CH12

R1 current

R1 voltage

...
...

R0-R7 current: CH1-8
R0-R7 voltage: CH11-20 (R7:CH18-CH20)
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Figure 5.7. Matlab program flow chart of an example power cycling experiment in study I. (File
name: RmonitoringPcyclingD1_v20170802.m; Available online at [91] and [55])

Start

End

Initialization, instrument connection and configuration

Multiplexer: Close the CHs for measuring the next sample 

Nanovoltmeter: Make measurement

Save recorded values to PC

Multiplexer: Open the CHs for the sample just measured

Multiplexer: Close the CHs for power cycling (CH10, CH2-CH8)

DC power supply: turn on 11 V output and wait for 2 min

DC power supply: turn off output and wait for 4 min

Multiplexer: Open the CHs for power cycling (CH10, CH2-CH8)

Plot resistance vs. number of cycles on the PC screen

Is any of the resistance measurement open?

No

Yes

Finished all sample measurement?

Yes

No

(eg. CH1, CH11, CH9, and CH23 for R0)
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one cycle of stress is applied to the samples by turning DC power supply on and off automatically.

The sample resistance values are measured in between each power cycle. 

 5.1.4  Results and discussion

Figure 5.8 shows an over view of the resistance signals for samples R1-R7. The power

cycling test is stopped when one of the resistance values is open. As a result, a total of 608 cycles

are applied to R1-R7 until R1 is open after the 608th cycle. The resistance values of samples R2-

R7 remain around 220 Ω, the nominal resistance of the resistors. The resistance value of R1 rises

to be higher than R2-R7 at 569th cycle, and keeps rising to be >221 Ω in six more cycles. The

Figure 5.8. Resistance vs. number of cycles. The inset photo is taken after 608 cycles. 

R1

} R2-R7
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maximum recorded value of R1 before open is 227.4 Ω at 607th cycle. It takes 33 cycles for the

resistance value to increase from 221 Ω to open.

From the inset of Figure 5.8, different solder joint appearances are observed for the seven

samples, indicating different failure mechanisms. The outer samples (R1, R6, and R7) shown

smooth solder joints. For the samples in the center (R2-R4), despite the low resistance values

(<221 Ω), the solder joints appear grainy, indicating severe degradation. The degradation of R2-

R4 solder joints is possibly mainly thermal degradation, and possibly involves oxidation, or inter-

metallic compounds (IMCs) formation. Possible binary IMCs include Ag3Sn, Cu6Sn5, and

Cu3Sn. 

The different failure mechanisms of the different samples are possibly because of the peak

temperature difference between the samples during power cycling. To verify the temperature dif-

ference, the sample temperatures are measured during the experiment. Figures 5.9a and b show a

setup illustration for the temperature measurement, and the result peak temperature vs. RTD num-

ber, respectively. Seven Pt1000 RTDs are used, one for each resistor. The RTD numbers corre-

spond the resistance numbers. The RTDs are attached to the chip resistors with double sided

Kapton tapes. Figure 5.9c shows an example temperature vs. time segment. In each power cycle,

the temperature of one sample is monitored. The seven sample temperatures are monitored in a

loop.

From Fig. 5.9b, the temperature difference is verified, and the difference can be as large as

about 40 °C (eg. between R7 and R3). The temperature difference is caused by different heat dis-

sipation efficiency at different locations on the PCB. The closer to the edge of the PCB, the heat

dissipates faster, and therefore the peak temperature is lower. Such temperature difference is

avoided in an updated PCB design used in another power cycling study, and the details can be
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found in Section 5.2. Due to the temperature differences among the joints, the PCB design in

Study I is not intended for actual use in future power cycling or current stressing studies. 

In order to understand the failure mechanism of R1, a cross section is made and the scan-

ning electronics microscopic (SEM) images are shown in Figs. 5.10a-c. At the solder to resistor

Figure 5.9. (a) A side view illustration for the samples during temperature measurement, (b) the
peak temperature vs. resistance temperature detectors (RTD) number, and (c) an example temper-
ature vs. time segment including alternating temperature monitoring of all seven samples. 

a
b

c
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joint interfaces, cracks are observed on both sides. The crack observed on the right joint interface

is along the entire interface, leading to a complete open between the solder and the resistor on this

cross sectional plane. The crack on the left joint interface is along the entire vertical interface,

while the horizontal interface at the bottom shows a complete connection. The cracks observed in

Figs. 5.10a-c explains the electrical open signal of R1. 

This study shows that power cycling can lead to two types of failure modes for the solder

joints from alloy Sn42Bi57.6Ag0.4. A possible explanation is when the peak temperature is too

high (>85 °C), the joint failure is essentially caused by thermal degradation such as oxidation and

IMC growth, and when the peak temperature is moderate (around 70 °C), the joint failure is

essentially caused by thermal-mechanical degradation. The CTE mismatch between the chip

resistor and the PCB may cause cyclic thermal stress in the solder joints during power cycling.

Figure 5.10. The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images of (a) overview, (b) left joint inter-
face, and (c) right joint interface of the cross section of R1. 
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The cyclic stress can cause crack formation and propagation along the interface at low tempera-

ture, which eventually lead to an open joint. When the peak temperature is too high, the stress

may cause plastic deformation instead of cracks, and thus thermal-mechanical degradation is

absent. 

Based on the explanation above, in the case of thermal degradation, the electrical resistance

of the solder joints remains low. In the case of thermal-mechanical degradation, the solder joint

resistance is low in the beginning, and starts rising at some extent of degradation. If the power

cycling continues, the solder joints eventually become electrically open. 
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 5.2  Study II

 5.2.1  PCB design

Figures 5.11a and b show top and side views of the custom made test vehicle. The assembly

has two PCB components, namely mother board and daughter board, respectively. The mother

board is made in University of Waterloo, and the daughter boards are made in PCBway in China.

In addition, the assembly also includes 4-pin headers, USB-A female connectors, ribbon cables,

d-sub connectors, solder joints, and mechanical supporting components. Eight chip resistors can

be power cycles simultaneously with one assembly. The locations of the eight chip resistors are

designed to be equivalent so as to avoid temperature difference between samples. 

Figure 5.11. (a) Top and (b) side views of the custom made power cycling test vehicle for study II. 

a b

60 mm 60 mm
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Figure 5.12a and b show the details of the daughter and mother boards design, respectively.

The daughter board has four terminals for four-wire resistance measurement. The two outer termi-

nals are designed to carry current, and the two inner terminals are voltage probes. The four termi-

nals are positioned to be the same as a standard USB-A connector. USB-A connectors are

commercially available four-terminal connectors, and sample change can be easily done with

plugging/unplugging actions. The current lines near the resistor have the same width as the solder

pads in order to distribute current uniformly in the solder joints. The ends of the voltage probes

are on the corner of the solder pads. The resistors are standard 2512 (6332 metric) surface mount

chip resistors, which is the largest common size in its family. The mother board is designed in the

shape of a regular octagon with side length of 60 mm. The mother board has a USB-A female

connector land in the middle of each edge, which is each connected to a four-header-pin connector

land in the center through the on board wire lines. Figure 5.13 shows the top view of an example

daughter board. 

Figure 5.13. Top view optical image of an example daughter board. The line thickness is
~15.3 µm and the hot air solder leveling (HASL) finish is ~2.3 µm. The board material is FR4. 
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Figure 5.12. PCB design for study II: (a) daughter board, (b) mother board.

a

b

Line width 
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 5.2.2  Materials and power cycling

Four solder pastes are studied and the information is listed in Table 5.4. All solders are pro-

vided by Celestica Inc. All the flux are no-clean flux. Specifically, SAC305 is the most widely

used standard lead free solder and its leaded counterpart is Sn37Pb. For comparison purpose,

SnAgCu ternary system has one eutectic point and the alloy is Sn95.6Ag3.5Cu0.9. SAC107Bi70,

SnBi_NE, and Violet are example bismuth-containing solders. SAC107Bi70, and Violet are

SnAgCuBi solders, with small amounts of Bi (<10 wt.%). SnBi_NE is near to a SnBi eutectic

alloy (Bi58Sn42) with addition of a small amount of Ag. 

All solder pastes come in jars. The solder pastes in jars are transferred to 5cc syringes

before usage. The solders are stored in a freezer in -40 °C. For sample preparation, the solder dis-

pensing and resistor placement are both done manually on the daughter boards shown in

Section 5.2.1. The reflow for each sample is done with a hot air gun. Afterwards, the daughter

boards with the solder samples are inserted into the mother board. For each power cycling run,

eight resistors are tested simultaneously, with either the same or different solder materials. 

Table 5.4. Solder pastes information

Name

element content in the 
alloy [wt. %]

Metal 
load 

[wt. %]
Flux Manufacturing

Sn Ag Cu Bi

SAC305 96.5 3.0 0.5 0 88.25 Indium 8.9HF1 2015-Apr.-24

SAC107Bi70 91.3 1.0 0.7 7.0 88.5 Indium 8.9 2014-May-06

SnBi_NE 42 0.4 0 57.6 90 Indium 5.7LT 2016-Jul.-12

Violet 91.25 2.25 0.5 6.0 88.25 Indium 8.9HF 2016-Mar.-03
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A list of components for the experimental setup is shown in Table 5.5. The wiring and

power cycling procedure are based on Section 5.1.3. The same multiplexer, DC power supply, and

nanovoltmeter as in Section 5.1.3 are used. The differences are: 1. Instead of the wiring scheme

shown in Fig. 5.6, the current lines of samples R1-R8 are connected to CH1-CH8, and the voltage

lines are connected to CH11-CH18, respectively; 2. The holding times for power on/off are 5 min/

10 min instead of 2 min/4 min shown in Fig. 5.7; 3. The chip resistors are 100 Ω each; 4. The

constant stressing voltage is 14 V, to apply 2.0 W/0 W power cycles for each chip resistor. The

power on/off time are chosen such that the temperature reaches a stable state at the end of power

on, or off, respectively. 

Figure 5.14a shows an illustration for the clamping scheme, and Fig. 5.14b shows a photo

of one example sample during the temperature measurement. A Pt1000 is clamped to the top of

each chip resistor with an alligator clamp. Two pieces of PTFE are attached to the tip of the clamp

with wraps of Kapton tapes to limit the heat sink effect of the clamp. Figure 5.14c shows a typical

    

In addition to #1, 2, 6-11 in Table 5.3

Table 5.5. List of components in the power cycling setup in Study II

Component* Description

PCB-mother Custom designed, made in University of Waterloo, see Fig. 5.12b

PCB-daughter Custom designed, made by PCBway Inc., see Fig. 5.12a

PCB-other
Four-pin headers, USB-A female connectors, solder joints, and 

mechanical supporting components.

Chip resistor Bourns Inc., CRM2512-FX-1000ELF (Thick film, 100 Ω, 2 W, 2512)
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Figure 5.14. (a) The scheme for temperature sensor clamping to the sample, (b) a photo of the
sample during temperature measurement, and (c) A typical temperature vs. time segment of the
sample in the 2W5min/0W10min power cycling stressing condition. The inset shows the clamp-
ing method for the Pt1000. 
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temperature vs. time segment in about two power cycles. The peak temperature Tmax holds at

170.0±0.8°C for about 1.4 min. The time below 24 °C during each cycle is about 4.5 min. 

 5.2.3  Resistance signals

Figures 5.15a-c show a typical resistance signal vs. number of cycles obtained from

SAC305, zoomed in at different resistance ranges, and the insets of Fig. 5.15a are top view optical

images of example failed solder joints. 

We observe three stages from the resistance signals. In the first stage, the resistance change

is mainly gradual increment, typically less than 0.1 Ω. In the second stage, the resistance signal

experiences a fast rise, typically > 0.4 Ω in less than 10 cycles. In the third stage, the resistance

signal starts fluctuating, and keeps rising until >10 kΩ. The signal in the third stage can occasion-

ally drop to a temporary low resistance value (<1 kΩ) for some samples. 

A possible explanation for the occasional temporary low resistance is self healing effect, the

mechanism of which is possibly the same as in the crack healing effect in Figs. 2.14d-f. When the

resistance rises, the constant voltage produces less power and thus the stressing condition is

milder. The joints may experience some healing effect when the resistance values are high

(>10 kΩ). The healing effect may result in a temporary low resistance values (<1 kΩ) in the third

stage. The resistance curves from SAC107Bi70 and Violet typically experience the same three

stages as SAC305. 

Figure 5.16 shows a typical resistance vs. number of cycles curve of SnBi_NE, up to 1000

cycles, and the insets are top view optical images of example solder joints after 1000 cycles of

stressing. The resistance change is small (<200 mΩ) compared to SAC305, SAC107Bi70, and
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Figure 5.15. A typical curve of resistance signal vs. number of cycles obtained from SAC305:
(a) overview, insets being top view optical images of example failed solder joints, (b) zoomed at
98-110 Ω, and (c) zoomed at 99.8-100.4 Ω. 
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Violet, while the appearance of the solder joints shows more severe degradation than SAC305,

SAC107Bi70, and Violet, as seen in the insets of Fig. 5.16a and Fig. 5.15a. Such severe appear-

ance change of SnBi_NE is considered joint failure in this thesis. 

The failure mechanism of SnBi_NE in this study is possibly the same as R2-R5 in Fig. 5.8.

The peak temperature is higher than the highest temperature shown in Fig. 5.9c, and thermal deg-

radation is faster than thermal-mechanical degradation. The degradation of SnBi_NE has less

effect on the resistance signal than the degradation of SAC305, SAC107Bi70, and Violet.

Figures 5.17a, and b show the number of cycles to 1 Ω resistance change for SAC305,

SAC107Bi70, and Violet, and the number of cycles to 0.01-1 Ω resistance change for SAC305,

respectively. The red dots in Fig. 5.17 are individual data points, and there are 18 samples for each

boxplot. Figures 5.18a, and b show weibull cumulative probabilities corresponding to Figs. 5.17a,

Figure 5.16. A typical curve of resistance signal vs. number of 2W5min/0W10min cycles
obtained from SnBi_NE. 
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Figure 5.17. Number of cycles to (a) 1 Ω resistance change of SAC305, SAC107Bi70, and Violet,
and (b) 0.01-1 Ω resistance change for SAC305. The numbers are average ± standard deviation
number of cycles. The bars by the boxplots are Weibull 95 % confidence intervals of the average. 
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and b, respectively. SnBi_NE is ruled out from Fig. 5.17a because of its low resistance change.

Comparing the three solders, SAC305 has the longest life and fails at 598 ± 179 cycles,

SAC107Bi70 has the shortest life and fails at 204 ± 57 cycles. Generally, the bismuth containing

solders survive shorter than SAC305 solder in this power cycling test. 

 5.2.4  Cross sections

Figures 5.19a-f show the anode side cross section overviews of as reflowed, and failed sol-

der joints for SAC305, SAC107Bi70, and Violet, and Figs. 5.20a-c show the cathode side of the

same samples in Figs. 5.19b, d, and f, respectively. For all the three solders, cracks can be

observed near the interface between the chip resistors and solder joint on both the anode and the

cathode sides. SAC107Bi70, and Violet show more severe thermal degradation and wider cracks

than SAC305. In all cases, the PCB degradation is observed below the chip resistor, which may be

reduced by using higher temperature rated PCBs to avoid failure mechanisms that are not seen in

service. The cracks possibly result from the stress caused by CTE mismatch between the chip

resistor and the PCB board.
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Figure 5.19. Anode side cross section overviews of (a, b) SAC305, (c, d) SAC107Bi70, and (e, f)
Violet joints in (a, c, e) as reflowed condition, and (b, d, f) failed after power cycling. The scale
bars are 1 mm. 
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b

c

a

Figure 5.20. Cathode side cross section overviews of failed (a) SAC305, (b) SAC107Bi70, and (c)
Violet joints after power cycling. The images are from the same samples as shown in Figs. 5.19b,
d, and f, respectively. The scale bars are 1 mm. 
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 5.3  Summary of Chapter 5

Two custom resistance monitoring test vehicles are shown with example results to study the

behavior of solder joints under power cycling stressing conditions. Specifically in the first study

with Sn42Bi57.6Ag0.4 solder, both thermal degradation, and thermal-mechanical degradation are

observed, depending on the peak temperature being high, and low, respectively. In the second

study with four solder types, under the same power cycling condition, Sn42Bi57.6Ag0.4 shows

ma in ly  t he rma l  deg rada t i on ,  wh i l e  SAC305 ,  Sn91 .3Ag1 .0Cu0 .7B i7 .0 ,  and

Sn91.25Ag2.25Cu0.5Bi6.0, show thermal-mechanical failure, as observed with cross sectioning

study. In the case of thermal-mechanical failure, the SAC305 solder survives longer than the other

two solders in terms of resistance signal. 

For thermal degradation, the resistance change is insignificant (<1 Ω), while for thermal-

mechanical degradation, the resistance signal rises and eventually becomes open. Resistance

monitoring technology can help detect thermal-mechanical failure in solder joints, and can be

used as a screening technology in the development of new solder materials. 
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Chapter 6    Conclusions

Two new accelerated reliability test methods with real time resistance monitoring for solder

joints are developed, and are current stressing, and power cycling, respectively. The resistance

signals is obtained in real time, and is used to control the termination of the stressing condition

automatically for the first time. Additionally, resistance monitoring technology is successfully

used in solder reflow for the first time, and the resistance curve in silver sintering process is

obtained with highest level of completeness. The new methods directly lead to new discoveries

such as flux segregation phenomenon in solder reflow, and nano link clusters formation in silver

sintering process. 

In the two example accelerated reliability tests, the failure conditions of standard lead free

solder SAC305 are obtained. The other solder materials can be promptly tested and compared

with SAC305 using the same test method. Specifically in power cycling, example solders contain-

ing Bi are studied, and they are found to fail faster than SAC305. The resistance monitoring setup

is portable, and may also be integrated with other reliability test methods such as high temperature

storage (HTS), thermal cycling, and vibration, for qualification of new solder materials. 

Understanding of the solder reflow, and silver sintering processes is improved. Signature

resistance curves are obtained for each process. Different stages such as resistance rise/drop at

different rates, and/or some special events such as open are identified from the resistance curves.

Example new findings include flux segregation in solder reflow, and nano link clusters formation

in silver sintering. Flux segregation may or may not happen, depending on the quality of the flux,

typically before solder melting. Whether flux segregation can affect the final solder joint quality

is still unclear, which may require some additional reliability tests. The nano link clusters in silver
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sintering process indicates a silver flakes breakdown event. While possible explanation is given

for silver flakes breakdown, more careful work is needed to fully understand the new phenome-

non, such as molecular dynamics simulation. 

Understanding of the failure mechanism for SAC305 solder joints is improved. The failure

in current stressing test is identified as the cathode joint open. A new finding is a sequence of

intermittent crack healing events before the final open. The failure in power cycling test is identi-

fied as cracks formation near the solder joint interfaces. 

This study includes joints reliability monitoring and joining process monitoring. However,

this study does not include the effect of process parameters on quality / failure of the joints. For

any new microjoining material, the effect of process parameters on the quality / failure of the

joints is of interest. The microjoints performance needs to be optimized in the industry, and there-

fore a guideline for process selection is helpful for any new microjoining material. For future

work involving new microjoining materials development, the methods described in this thesis can

be used to study the effect of process parameters on quality / failure of the joints.

The resistance monitoring technology adopted in this thesis does not detect solder melting,

solder solidification, or silver sintering paste densification. Possibly with further increased signal-

to-noise ratio can these phenomena be detected with resistance signals. Furthermore, integration

of multiple real time monitoring technologies such as resistance, TGA, DSC, and imaging, in one

setup may be helpful for learning more about the microjoining processes and the microjoints reli-

ability. 
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